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ARMED ROBBERY HITS CONVENIENT FOOD MARKET
Administration Gives Written
Proposal To Nation's Postmen

Young Adult Class
Has Dinner Meet

s141000 Taken By
Stocking-Faced
an Last Night

'Trigg County Hansford Doron Is Census Taker
Takes First Claimed By Death Will Be Easy
To Identify
Speech Meet

Members and tbeir guests of
the Young Adult Farmer Class
of Calloway County were honored with a dinner by the Hutson Chemical Company at Sue
& Charlie's Restaurant at Aurora on Monday evening.
Charles Coleman was elected
president of the clam for the
coming year. Other officers are
Glenn B. Gibbs, viceeresident;
Rob ideCallon. secnetary-treaswee
Rotating officers are Waiter
Lee Sleety, president, and Calvin Campton, vicesireadent.
Dan Hutson, owner of the
host company, expressed his appreciation to be able to be associated with the farming program in Cidloway County.
W. H. Brooks is teacher of
the clam.
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THE LEDGER & TIMES Quotes From The News

MULISH= by LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Ina. Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times. and
The Thine-Herald. October SO, ISM and the West Kentuckian,
January 1, 1S42.
ISO N. 4th Street, Murray. Estitudki Mtn
JAMES C. WILLIAMS. PUBLISHER
„ We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Sailor,
or Public Voice items waken, in our opinion, are not for the Wei
interest of our ruiners.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER 00., MS
Madison Ave., Memphis. Tenn.; Time & We Bldg, New York N.Y,
thesinenson kiklg„ Detroit, Micti.

MURRAY.

THAILAND
Dossgr•k

By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

WASHINGTON -Sen. Alan Cranston, D-Calif., charging that
Charles Wilson, a black attorney for the Equal Employment
Opportunities Commission, was pressured by the administration
Into writing a letter endorsing U. S. Supreme Court nominee Judge
G. Harrold Carswell:
"I charge that out of nearly a, dozen civil rights attorneys who
appeared before Judge Carswell the administration sought out
the only attorney who was vulnerable to pressure-a government
employe, bbholden to Judge CarsweLl, who could be dismissed at
executive discretion."

Ten Years Ago Today

U. S. Representative Frank A. Stubbhdleld is without opposition
In the May 24th primary election.
W. P. WMoughby. age 62, of Pnryear, Tenn., died yesterday at
the Henry County General Hospital, Paris, Tem.
Krey mono diced bacon is advertised at three pounds for 89 cents
In the Parker Food Market advertisement.
The South Pleasant Grove Methodist
will have epee house
for their newparsoaageonApre 3.11ey.Church
W. L. Hill is church pastor.

ALBANY, N.Y.-State Assemblywoman Constance Cook answering criticism that New York State's liberal abortion bill, which
failed to pass in the assembly by three votes Monday, would grant
"abortion on demand":
"I submit we have that now, either within the state or by going to
other parts of the world- it depends on bow much money a woman
has."
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Entered Daily at the Post Office, Murray. Kenteeley, for
transmission as Second Glass Matter

CHICAGO-U. S. District Court Judge Julius J. Hoffman assertleg in an interview in the Chicago Sun-Times that he bad heard only
SUBScIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 350, per praise for his handling of the "Chicago Seven" conspiracy trial:
"Of course, I didn't expect anyone violently opposed to come up
In Cailoway and adjoeung counties, per year, WOO;
Motu&
Zones 1 & A, al.s.uu, aisewhere 416.0u. All service subscriptions *LOX and berate me, because they wouldn't know what kind of bodyguard
I had who might beat them."
"Tar uutassaame tans Rawl et a Community is the
Integrity et its Neviwpsoce"
CINCINNATI -Dr .Alan Godmother, a consultant on President
Nixon's Commission on Family Planning, explaining the dangers
TUESDAY - MARCH 31, 1970
of over population to students at the University of Cincinnati:
"If the pressure of population on-our resources becomes bad
enough, there is a grave danger that a cry will go up to trim the
birth rate by force. I am alarmedat the possibility of such a matter
passing into the hands of the legislators."
LEDGER & TIMES FILE

TUESDAY - MARCH 31, 1970
ianisterg, Helen Johanna Parker
of Culver City, California, and
Anna Martha Parker Whitley of
Tucson, Arizona, to John H.Parker and Julia Ann Parker; lot in
iiicEiraih Heights Addition.
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Robert D. Pander ofKankakee,
M., four lots; Frank A, or Ste.
phanie Planed, Sr., of Har-1
vey, Ill., two lots; Arden or
Evelyn Phillips of Joplin, Mo.,
two lots; Louis or Peggy Fischer of Madison, Tenn., one lot;
James E. or Dorothy L. Shreve
of Bicknell, Ind., five lots,
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CAMBODIA, about the area of Missouri, is continuing its "Communist troops, go home"
puh,y under the new regime. Most of the
Communist troops-NOrpi Vietnamese and Viet
Cong-are In the border area east of Phnom Penh, more than 40,000 of them.

Re-disc s.. ez'

can be found inside brass-boned
Lee donee; seven acres on Kentrunks, old boxes, photo albums.
tucky Highway 1346.
more ones) than not, in the
Bobby G. Grogan and Verona
minds of old ones, storedin their
Grogan.to A. G. Wilson and Joan
Transfers
A T8FUJI
memory albums.
Wilson; lot in-Chapel HI!! Estates
Where is the blockofitoodwiiii James B. Underhill and Betty Subdividon.
the Boone inscription? Was the J. Underhill to Harold Osborne
Artice Fuqua and Doc Lnbe
Murray and Calloway County census takers under the leadership
wording copied exactly as found? and Edna Osborne; one acre in Fuqua of Murray, Hugh Gray
of James Lassiter started out today for a practice session for the
Henry Stall, historian of Stan. Calloway County.
Fuqua of Gennep, M.. and Julia)
1950 census.
vile, Ky., believes that most of Robert E. Thornburg and Mar- Ann Fuqua Crago of Owwsboro
Officers from here of the Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority at Murray
the "Boone trees" and "Boone
M. Thornburg to Billy J. to Commonwealth of Kentucky for
ThiZmovite of a
State College are LaVon Holland,Carolyn Vaughn,and Anne Adams.
WITH HELEN STACY rocks" are authentic, for Boone guerite
Horton and Jacqueline J. Horton; use and benefit of the Board of
19 year old
Passion Week services will begin at the First Christian Church
Kentucky
and
widely
in
traveled
property on old Murray-Pine Blu- Regents of Murray State Univwho went to townApril 2 with the pastor, Rev. Robert E. Jarman, as the speaker.
wherever he stopped to rest or ff Road,
ersity; two lots in Stubblefield
"Bridal Wreath is in full bloom", from the column, "Seen
WEST LIBERTY, Ky. - Much colony of bees his children, and camp whiled away Ms time by Joe E. Pace and Mary E. Pace Addition,
Heard Amend Murray".
of Kentucky's history remains the birds that feed from his table carving on tree trunks or cutting to Robert H. Hopkins, Sr., and Rusell Albert Parker of Willoutside textbooks and historical his little angels. The birds follow into rocks. The gioneer was no* Eva Wood Hopkins, lot in McElnovels and when a page is found, him through the walks and take ed, however, for his errors in rath Heights Addition.
spelling-even his name.
however brief or tattered, it is the berries from his hand."
Dale Winstead and Charlotte
like finding a crocus in spring, Dr. Talley asks in his column: The Shaw paradise in Lewis Winstead of Evansville, Ind., to
its purple or goal petals pushing "Where was Shaw's paradise and County makes a marvelous story, EsmerB, Oval and Katherine
who was he?"
and creates all sorts of conjec- V. Owen of Hillsboro, Mo.; lot in
Phone 753-127g
through a crust of snow.
I,
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
Teach me to do thy will; for thou art my God thy spirit is good; Such a flower was discovered In Feb. 1875, The Independent tures. Did he leave any writings? Panorama Shores.
We Have It — We Will Get It --Or It Can't Be Had
recently in the LEWIS COUNTY of Greenup, Ky., had copied the Are there any records of his ple- William G McCuiston and Colead me into the land of uprightness.-Psalm 143:10.
We need to pray for wisdom to learn God's will and for the HERALD, published at Vance- following paragraph from the Fr- ats, growth formulas,expellinen- zy P. McCuLston to Robert L.
Is? And was his isolation in Lew- Hooks and Linde Hooks; lot on
burg. Actually, it was a redts- ankfort Yeoman:
courage to do it.
'covery. Dr. William Talley of "Mr. James a farmer residing is County his way of meditating North 4th Street.
McGill University, Montreal, on the headwaters of Six-Mile and finding peace of mind, com- Thomas Lamb, Jr., and Judith
who writes the column "Ances- Creek, about 10 miles from Fra- plete harmony among his "child- Rowland Lamb to Clyde Rowland;
/I
tor Hunting" for the Lewis Cote nkfort some weeks ago stumbled ren" and friends...was he a Thor- 15 acres on Bethel and Almo
nty newspaper, found the unusual upon a forest momenta of the gr- eau, and was the 500-acre retreat Road.
Item in the Portsmouth (Ohio) eat old pioneer of Kentucky, on a Walden Pond?
J. W. Coleman and Josie ColeTribune dated Aug. 10, 1878. The his place which it seems remaman to Dewey Lampkins, Sr..
rkable,
was
not
discovered
beeeeie**
Tribune had copied it from the
and Ruby Lamptins, lot in CollALMANAC
fore
This however may be
old Vanceburg Courier.
ege
View
Addition.
Under the headline "Sbaw's accounted for by the loneliness By United Press International
B. J. Hoffman and Lillian I.
Paradise" the story concerned and out-of-the-way character of
Hoffman to Cleatus Fair and
Today
is
Tuesday,
March
31,
a rich old bachelor named Shaw the location, In a deep dell, near
Agnes Fair; two lots in Pine
who lived alone on a 500 acre the bank of a little stream which e 90th day of 1970 with 275 to Bluff Shores.
'how.
is
one
of
the
confluents
of
SixLesis County farm. The paraThe mooA is between its last G. E. Paschall and McKellar
graph explained little about the Mile Creek, he found on a beech
Paschall to Drain Richerson and
1.• ter and new phase.
tree,
some
five
or
six
feet from
recluse and yet it told-well,
Mary Diane Richersom two acres
Jupiter.
morning
star
is
The
almost a page for every word. the ground, the deeply engraved
on Kentucky-Tennessee
State
are
MercuThe
evening
stars
"He dresses like a monk of inscription: Daniel Boone, July
Line
Road.
,
Venus, Mars and Saturn.
the 13th century," the story said, 10, 1770. Mr. James proceeded
Homeland Developers, Inc., to
On this day in history:
"and devotes his whole time and to cut down the tree, and to saw
Otis It Erwin and Barbara H.
k.1'6
Martin
van
President
1840
In
a
section
of
it
containing
the
fortune to flowers and tropical
Erwin; lot in Keeneland Subdiviissued
an
executive
Buren
inscription.
The tree from which
fruits. His farm is surrounded
sion.
by a high fence, without gates the block is sawed was found order establishing a 10-hour Affidavit of descent of Charley
for
work
day
or bars. His house is covered to be„ 30 inches in diameter'
M. Jackson, died January 23,
governmtplys.
The news items from the past
with rare vines; he has fig trees
1960, to Lula M. Jackson and
Thomas
Peterson1870
In
not
related.
are
They
do,
how.
20 years old, and flovrers by the
Legal Jackson.
acre. He never derives a cent ever, reveal the many bits of his- Mundy of Perth Amboy, N.J., Affidavit of descent of Lula
American
first
became
the
awaiting
seettimeas HIS LIFE PAINTING - - Serving a life sentence at
and
tory
rediscover). Such
M. Jackson, died January 28,
from his outlay of money
Stateville Penitentiary in Joliet. Ill., for the 1946 slaying of
as these could be called the Negro to vote. It was one day 1970. to Legal Jackson.
labours, but delights is
atification
of
the
15th
the
Susan Degnan, 6, in Chicago, William Heirens. 41, listens to
tiplying curious growths and co- wildflowers of history, and they after
Legal Jackson to Sid Easley
Amendment,
radio music while painting in his cell More than Ti) of his
and Meligna Easley; correction
mbining nature and art in won- can be found almost anywhere.
works have been sold at recent regional showings He exce,
In 1933 Congress established
Likely
places
are
abandoned
houderful forms.' He calls his large
of deed to property in Calloway
ses, old barns, city attics. They the Civilian Conservation Corps County.
in landscapes and harbor scenes
ADDING MACHINES
provide vocational training
Sid Easley and Melicsa Easley
and employment for young to Legal Jackson and Jessie JackPOVERTY DECLINES DESPITE INFLATION
American men.
property in Calloway CounIn 1968 President Lyndon son,
Million persons below poverty level
ty.
A eat
CW IX-IV
Johnson announced he would
fatty electric adding machine only
Irma Folwell of Walled Lake,
IL Winne' 4
40
cliaasel I
rItaanel O
not seek reelection and also
William P. Folvrell and
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suspended the bombing of Mich., to
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Petrocelli Thinks Bosox's
Peters Will Win 20 Games

ICen Holtzman, a 17-game
winner last season became the
first Chicago Cub -Pitcher to go
alas innings this spring when
be beat the California Angels,
6-2. Holtzman pitched a five.
hitter, struck out four and
walked one. Jim Hickman led
the Cubs' attack with a triple,
single and three runs batted In.
Dick Drago, 11-13 last year,
allowed five hits in eight
Innings as the Kansas City
Royals defeated the Detroit
Tigers, 6-2. Luis Alcaraz' tworun homer and triples by Bob
Oliver and Pat Kelly were the
big blows in the Royals' sevenhit attack.
Barry Moore, acquired from
the Washington Senators during
the winter, allowed two hits in
seven innings as the Cleveland
Indians downed the Oakland
Athletics
7-2. It was the
seventh'
straight defeat for the
Athletics.
Jim Nash yielded two runs
one unearned, in a seven-inning
stint for the Atlanta Braves,
who beat the Montreal Expos,
6-2. Rico Carty led the Braves'
attack with a double, homer
and three rims batted in.
Bob Moose, who won 14
games and pitched a no-hitter
last season, was touched for
three hits and one run in seven
Innings as the Pittsburgh
Pirates scored a 5-4 victory
over the Cincinnati Reds.
Homers by Roo Davis and
Dive Cash in the eighth inning
gave the Pirates the win.
Don Cardwell, 8-10 for the
New York Mets in 1969, yielded
three runs and six hits in six
Innings for the win in the world
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HIS WEEK'S
FISHING REPORT

By FRED DOWN
champions' 5-3 decision over
UPI Sports Writer
the White Sox. Mike Jorgensen
All-Star shortstop Rico P drove in two runs and Clem
trocelli believes that
Jones homered for the Mots.
Peters Is going to be a 20-gam
Homers by Rich Reese and
winner for the Boston Red
Brant Alyea led the Minnesota
this year.
Twins to a 4-1 triumph over the
"To me, the biggest
Philadelphia Phillies; Tommy
about Gary this spring has
Dean, Nate Colbert and Chris
his enthusiasm," said Petroc
Cannizzaro hit two-run homers
Monday night after Peter as the San Diego Padres
stretched his spring record
defeated the Seattle Pilots, 8-6,
24 consecutive shutout inning and Jerry Kennedy drove in
La a 2-0 victory over the St. two rims and pitcher Fritz
Louis Cardinals. "He feels
Peterson knocked in three in
have a chance to win th the New York Yankees' 13-6
pennant and he knows we'r decision over the Los Angeles.
going to get him some runs." Dodgers in other games.
Peters allowed six singles
seven innings Monday with Ra
Jarvis completing the shu
by retiring the last six
Cardinals in order. Always
good hitter, Peters drove in one
of the Red Sox' runs with a
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SPORTS

FRANKFORT, Ky. (UP1) —
The state Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources reports
that fish responded reasonably
All-Stars Take
well to scattered fishermen over
On Howard Payne
the weekend despite the Inclement weather.
Increased catches of white
COLUMBIA, S.C. (UPO— The
t•ass were reported in some arehighly favored Armed Forces
as, with some whites being taken
All-Stars, who won by more
below the first riffle in Dix Rivand still managed to win. The than 70 points in second-round
By ROBERT WESTON
er. The lake by lake rundown:
Cougars went seven and a half action, take on Howard Payne
Lower Nolb — Black bass
LOUISVILLE, Ky,(UP1)— Ken- minutes in the last period without College and Columbia Serrtoma
good by jigging doilflies with
scoring a point, but still were
pork rind; some by casting; fair tacky Colonels coach Gene Rho- able to outlast the rallying Colo-plays the Lawrence Jayc,ats
day in the semifinals of th
THE LYNN GROVE Junior High cheerleaders receives'
he
as
des
had
feelings
mixed
crappie around stickups; lower
nels.
AAU National basketball cham- first place honors and the trophy In the Calloway County
one-half clear, remainder murky watched the 1Centucky college AllBoth teams shotpoorly with the pionships.
Junior High Cheorleading contest at the (wider high basketStars demolish the Tennessee
and rising at 49.
Colonels posting a 35.4 shooting- The All-Stars smashed Miller ball tournament. Pictured, bottom row, left to right,
Rough River — Croppie good All-Stars Monday night.
Vicky
He was elated over the pro- percentage and Carolina 41.8 per Tire Co. of Little Rock, Ark., Butterworth, LaRhea Miller, Melinda Taylor; top row, left
in south fork at 4 feet in small
eeit
in
the
first
game
as
they
discoves; scattered catches of blue- spect of inheriting such stand- posed of the Tennessee All-Stars 132-60, Monday night as they to right, Phyllis Adams, Regina Lockhart, and Zandra Morris.
placed seven men in double
gill; midsection clear, lower and outs as Dan Issel, Mike
for the second time in a week, figures and were never behind
upper sections muddy and rising Claude Virden, Howard Wr
and Bobby Croft for next year's having won the first game of their in the game.
at 46.
Dodgers before he joined the
series 132-105 in Nashville last In other second-round games, Winning Manager
Dale Hollow — White bass fair Colonels team. But he was sorry
San Diego Padres, his Brooklyn
DIEtitI,
(CPO
Calif.
SAN
Monday.
to good in headwaters with an he didn't have them on the Colo- "I sure could've used some the Sertomas nipped Jerry's
and Los Angeles teams won six
"Buizie" Bay asi's
In V
average of 15 per fisherman nets team Monday night, when natural shooters like Issel, Vir- Restaurant of Lexington, Ky.,
National League pennants and
the
of
general
manager
as
sears
the
Payne
beat
Howard
68-67,
over weekend; crappie good arou- the Kentuckians made a misera- den, Wright, and Pratt, against
four world championships.
Lake
Charles,
La.,
from
Pipers
nd fallen treetops; clear and fa- ble showing before 17,678 fans Carolina," Rhodes mused.
Issel 72-61, and the Lawrence JayIn dropping an 86-81 decision to
lling at 48.
collected 38 points, high for the cats trounced Burger Chef of
13 DAYS LEFT
Carolina
the
Cougars:
Cumberland
—
Lower
Black
night, and Pratt earned the "Star
bass fair to good by 'jigging; "Why is it we always look our of Stars" award by sinking 29 Indianapolis, Ind., 122-92.
Hy United Press International some crappie around willow worst when we play before a
points and contributing six assisbushes; trout fair; upper sec- large house?" Rhodes moaned.
Nobody
can
blame
the tions: Crappie and black bass "We had a record crowd for the ts.
Wright, the pride of Austin Gogolak's field goals
Milwaukee Bucks for feeling fair; tributaries clear, remain- American Basketball AssociatiPeay,
topped Tennessee with 27.
NEW Y ORK (1 P1) Pete Goright at home in Philadelphia. der murky to muddy and rising on Monday night and we had to
Of the other future Colonels, golak attempted 46 field gosh.
The ducks, who won all four of at 44.
go and stink up the place."
their regular season games at Barkley — Good black bass
Many observers along press Virden scored 22 points,and Cro- in 1%5 for the Buffalo Bills
Philadelphia, put on a devastat- by jigging over stumpbeds and row wondered if any professional ft six against the tight guarding and made 28. Both figures ate
I.eague
Football
American
ing performance in the Spec- stickups; fair crappie main cle- team ever scored less than Caro- of Issel.
"That Issel is some athlete," records.
trum .Monday night wile ar.
lina did in the fourth quarter
Rhodes commented. "But I thi
* * *
ripping the 76ers, 156-120, to Kentucky Lake — Black bass,
Croft can help us too even if he
take a 2-1 lead in their National big ones; by jigging in Mood
had a had night in the All-Star Passing record
B2 ket}1011
ASSOCiation
East River area; crappie catches spotgame. I think he may be handiDivision semifinal playoff.
1,t ),S ANtiFLFS (l P1)—The
ty; below the dam; Fair crappie
capped a little by the slowdown National Football League record
The 76ers never had a and white bass. Generally clear
has
style
of
basketball
that
he
chance, falling behind 40-14 at and rising at 47.
for the most yards gained passbeen used to -at Tennessee,' ing in a single game is held Ii
the end of the first quarter Green River — Bass catches
BOTH
Sail on down to your nearby
Rhoda said he was impressed Norm %. an Broklin. Its quarterbefore things "really" got bad. improved mostly small; crappie
H & R BLOCK office—and say
FEDERAL
with Pratt's overall performan- back for the Los Ang,eles Ram,
With Milwaukee's Lew Alcindor fair; headwaters dear; remain"Bon Voyage" to your tax
AND
ce, adding that his only reserva- in 1951, he passed for 551. Yards
coring at better than a point-a- or murky and rising at 44.
troubles. We'll prepare, dou,
tion about the 6-foot-4 Kentucky against the Nevi York Yanks.
STATE
minute, the Bucks led, 77-41, at Barren R eservoir — Black
ble-check, and guarantee the
forward is whether he has enough hitting 27 of 41 aerials
halftime
and
upped their bass fair by jig fishing dollflies
DILLAR OR DOLLAR
accuracy of your return. Our
•eed to offset his lack of height attempted.
advantage to 124-72 after three with pork rinds; clear in dam
BOWLING LEAGUE
entire crew is at your service.
in the American Basketball Assoquarters before Costello merci- area,
March 27, 1970
*
UP
dation.
W. L.
fully removed Alcindor and the Herrington Lake some white team Standings
GUARANTEE
quality
that
displayed
one
Pratt
384
so
rest of his regulars.
bass below first riffle of Dix Champs
We guarantee accurate preparation of every tax return.
Rhodes said the Colonels werela63 46
Aicindor finished with a River; croppie by drift fishing Hi-Los
If we make any errors that cost you any penalty or
eking against Carolina "a good Mel's record
62% 451445
game-high 33 points in helping in lake murky and stable at Pin-Pals
interest, we will pay the penalty or interest.
Quads
55 53 bead."
the Bucks eclipse the former 42.
\S- 1S
. Mo.(1 N)
"We need someone to take
NBA playoff record of 145 Fishtrp — No fishing, murky Miracles
50 58
Nlei
Harder,
who
retired at 60
freefrom
charge
and
keep
us
62%
4534
Sowlettes
points for one game set by St. and rising at 50.
/
2 lancing when a game gets-close," after t3 years in baseball follou451
/
2 621
Louis at Detroit on March 25, Grayson — Fishing poor; clear Flub-Ups
ing the 1%9 seaSiom won 223
Shakers
the Colonels coach said.
.
41 67
1958. Milwaukee also set a to murky and stable at 46.
America's L
est Tax Service with Over 4000 Offices
High Team Game SC
"If we'd had someone like majin league baseball games durplayoff assist record with 46, Dewey
Few fishermen out, Pin-Pals
ing
his
actii,e career. Harder.
581 that against South Carolina we
bettering the mark of 43 set by murky and stable at 47.
Hi-Lo's
Roi,als. hurlers.
569 might have caught them in the last
Los Angeles.
'
Phone 753-9294
eekdays 9 a.m.-4 p.m. — Sat. 9-5
Champs
565 qaarter instead of taking some %on 186 1.1 his games pit,in rig
The 76ers'
havi
'WidnesHigh
Team
for
Series
the
SC
NECESSARY
Cleveland
real
wild
shots."
APPOINTMENT
Indians.
NO
day night to get over the shock
Pin-Pals
1711
of their beating before resum1597
ing the series at the Spectrum.
Cnamps
1596
Two other series resume
High Ind. Game SC
tonight with New York at
Sallie Guy
180
Baltimore
and Atlanta at
Verona Grogan
169
Chicago.
Mary Smith
168
The fourth series, pitting Los
High Ind. Game HC
Angeles against Phoenix, is tied ky
Gayle Egnor
217
1-1 and resumes Thursday night
213
Maryanne Layne
In Phoenix.
Verona Grogan
212
High Ind. Series SC
495
DAYTONA
BEACH, Fla. 'Sallie Guy
476
MARK EVERY GRAVE (UP1)-- North Carolina's Rich- Margaret Morton
4.54
ard Petty has a 26-point lead Verona Grogan
High Ind. Series HC
over Alabama's Bobby Allison
612
Refresbnents
in the NASCAR Grand National Sallie Guy
Refreshmentsl
Jane Buchanan
5J6
point standings.
Gayle Egnor
589
rved
Petty, who finished fifth in
; Splits Converted
Sunday's Atlanta 500, has 655
Mary
3-7-10
points, while Allison, who won, Gayle Harris
Eguor
3-10 (2,
Since 16E6
has a total of .629.
3-10
A poor day at Atlanta for Maryanne Layne
Murray Marble
Glenda Hill --------------56
Dave Marcis of West Salem, Eleanor Cavanaugh
3 10'
Works
Wis., dropped him from first to DA Nanny
froLIRPilt
5-6 11/
'
SUILDERS OF FINE
third place with 579 points.
Ann
Grogan
M
•
MEMORIALS
Ft
The leading money winner is Evelyn Dixon
•
3 10
Porter White • Manager
3
Pete Hamilton of Dedham, Barbara Latimer ------6-7-16
T
Ill Maple St. 753-2512
Mass., who won the Daytona
MOW
Top Ten, Averages
500 in a Plymouth. He has a Margaret Morton
CO
total of $53,940, including the Mary Smith
14'4
‘'Ll FR414
$6,550 third-place money at Jean Chancey
ret
Atlanta.
Mary Harris
14)
•
.-217:72
Allison, a Dodge driv
om Sallie Guy
144
Hueytown, Ala., is the sec&ld Ona Birdsong
14u
11'4,
highest money winner with Martha Ails
134'
$37.080 and Petty, who pilots a Polly Owen
PI
uth out of Randleman, Verona Grogan
Hilda Bennett
10 H
N.
third with $28,565.
Glenda Hill
1'
.
Valada Stuart
1.'
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Coach Has Mixed Feelings On
Action In Louimille Monday

Bucks Rip
76ers In
Playoffs

HAVE THAT

SINKING
FEELING

about your

INCOME TAX

BOWLING
STANDINGS

LIFE

AT1ONA1 HOTEL BLDG.

Petty Holds
26-Point Lead
ver Allison

YOU'RE INVITED TO "OPEN HMV
HONORING COACH LUTHER
and
HIS M.S.U. BASKETBALL TEAM

You Are Invited To
Our "Open House"

Honoring e Murray State University
;
Bask:1
11i Team and Coach Cal
Luther.
Coach Luther and the Basketball
Team will be at our office
4 p.m. - 6 p.m.
Friday, April 3, 1970
Bring your children after school to obtain autographs from team players.
There will be a FR% DRAWING for a basketball
adding machine only

autographed by Coach Luther and Team Players.

Refreshments for Everyone!
MURRAY BRANCH
NOPKINSV1LLE FEDERAL SAVINGS 8 LOAN ASSN.
Murray, Ky.
Ph. 753-7921
304 E Main

Slingin' Sai y
\I\
MK (1.
4
and , 1Lu l siti
'jI}t)l J341,4u, hest kil()%h a- a .11,.1.,
\a tiotial V110(ball 1.1.:1_,114' pass- seasiMsii tile high minor
ing au,.was a star shortstop in 111.-f..re• for-along the luau
I

Heary Hitting Boosts
Murray Past Purdue
MURRAY, Ky. — Home runs
were just what the doctor ordered and it looks Ilke the Murray
Racers had the right prescription as they belittled the visiting Purdue Boilmakers, 8-2, in
a game Monday afternoon.
The Racers went on a bombing rampage as they clubbed
four round-trippers, including
two by catcher Mike Jones,
and one each by Bob ?avlacka
and Stan Holman
Jones' clouts accounted for
his only hits in the rime, as
he knocked in three run,. Pay.
lacka laced a double along with
tus 1our41agger to give. him two

it itko at tlic p,a,L,
good for one run-batted-in. Holman was responsible for Iwo
of the MSU runs with his homer
Russell Pearl) was the winning pitcher as he struck out
13, while walking seven
01 the nine Racer hits, foe
were good for extra bases
A triplehr icier will he played
here today as Vanderbilt t;tkes
On Purdue in the 11 a.m. Opener
Vanderbilt will then challenge
Murray State, in the ,-,e( one,
game, and Purdue wall face
the Racers in the nightcap
Purdue
000 002 000 2 4 .;
Murree Stale
010 003 aea a
. Peat 111 and Jonq, C•1114.111,.Bennear. Sveneer

I

Stevenson. Bill Mancinni, Gary Wilson, Ron
Pictured from left to right: Front row, from left, Mgr. Bob !tonna. Gary
Burnham.
Johnson, Claude Virden, Hector Blondett. and Mgr. Larry
Mgr. Bob Harriford. Jim Young. Don rum:Imam
Second row: Assistant Coach Bennie Purcell, Coach Cal Luther,
Willis, Mgr. Bob Cooper.
Kayo
Coach
Fresman
Streety.
Fr.ink
Ron Williams. Steve Ritly,

* AUTOGRAPHS - By Coach Luther and Players.
* FREE DRAWING - Basketball autographed by team.
Students Invited To Bring Basketball Programs, Etc.,
for Auto graphing

DON'T MISS 'OPEN HOUSE' FRIDAY, APRIL 3- 4 P.M.-6 P.M.
de-

Murray Branch
Hopkinsville Federal Savings and Loan Association
304 E. Main

and latareks

vir

a
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Jerry D. Workman
Honored At Party
On 7th Birthday

I

- MURRAY

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen .
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KEN
Phone 753-1911 or 753-4947

Just Ten Minutes Of Exercise Each Day
Can Turn The Fatties Into Thinnies

CI
0
guiating this
Issuing same
fessions, tr •
and proetdi
lotion
lines of
without fir*
provided
IT ORD
OF MURRA

sitting or lying down. Think of
Pe GAY PAULEY
yourself as a whip, a wand, a
Jerry Don Workman was honUPI WOMMI'S Editor
but
switch or a tree . •
ored with a party in celebravisualize something straight
tion of his seventh birthday on
NEW - YORK (UPI)- Ten
and secure and flexible."
Friday, March 27, from three
minutes. A tiny segment of the
Moved To Dallas
thirty to five o'clock i the
1440 minutes in a day. But Miss Beck, a slim auburnafternoon.
those 10, used properly, can haired woman who looks like
Games were played and the
turn fatties into 011'1121as, trim she practices what she
honoree opened his many nice
inches off the entire body, and preaches, danced professionally
gilts.
give you a whole new mental and choreographed on BroadRefreshments of the birthday
look to go with the physical.
take decorated as a -merry go
way and in stock before she
The promise of what 10 married and moved to Dallas,
round" and punch were served
minutes
of
exercise
can
do,
if
by his mother, Mrs. Tommy
Tea,
Monday, March 30
done just as regularly each day When the Great Southwest
Workman, assisted by his aunt,
The
Murray
High
School
as you brush your teeth or put Corp. established the luxury
Mrs. Eddie Workman.
on your face, comes from Tali spa, The Greenhouse, between
Children present were Kevin Home Economics classes win
Students of the sixth grades at Carter Schaal are picthold
their
annual style show at
Colson, Eddie Requarth, Wayne
Beck, whose clientele pays $800 Dallas and Fort Worth, the was
ured In a scene from the Shakespearean play, "Macbeth",
Catisey, David Cooper, Chad the high school auditorium at
per week plus gratuities for asked to organize and supervise
presented at the school. Left to right, they an Nancy ShutCochran, and Lisa Workman. 7:30 p.m. The public is invited
such advice.
the expercise program.
felt, More Hayes, Donnla Williams, and Tammy Pasco.
Those sending gifts were sad there is no admilellei
Many of these trim one and
For the woman who is neither
charge
Charlie Baker, Mrs. Carrie O'one-half inches off the entire the Duchess of Welliver nor a
were the sixth grade leachers, Brien,
•••
Mrs. M. 0. Jordan, and
body measurements in two Mrs. Lyndoo B. Johnson able to
Mrs. Peggy Wilson, Mrs. Opal
Mrs. Beulah Fielder.
Wednesday, April 1
weeks under expert tutelage afford the time and money for
Howard, student teachers, Re••
Members of the Waimea- Soand their own will power at diet the beauty spa, Miss Beck has
becca Sims and Kenneth Baioiety of Christian Service of the
and exercise.
ley. Mrs. Jean Guerin, art teacombined with free lance writer
Hazel United Methodist Church
Flipped On Posture
Sixth Grades at Carter cher, assisted the students in
.Patsy Swank of Dallas to
will have its call to prayer and
Elementary School presented designing scenery. Ed Welte,
produce "Fashion Your Fisetf-denial observance at the
There is another factor to be gure The Ten-Minutes-a-Day
the Shakespearean play, "Mac- elementary band director, prochurch
at
ten
a.
A
in.
A
13.
March
covered
vided supervision of musical sebeth", on Friday,
added to the daily 10- Program for Fitness."(Fought.
The Lucky Six 4-H Club cookdress rehearsal was given for krtions appropriate to the per ing group of the Kirkaey Club dish luncheon will be served.
"carrying yourself well," said on Mifflin Co.)
Mrs.
D.
N.
White is program
the Carter student body on Fri- led.
Miss Beck, a dancer had dance
has held meetings each week
day morning, and another per- "Shakespeare Time" became in the home of the leader, Mrs. leader. All ladies are urged to
instructor. She's so hipped on
attend.
formance was presented to the the high paint of the day for James Tucker.
what posture can do for
•••
6 weeks. A continued interest
public on Friday evening.
appearance that she's been
girls
the
last
meeting
the
At
The play culminated a study in and appreciation for the
The ladies day luncheon will
known to tie a string to a
served cookies, brownies, and
Mr. and Mrs. Steve McCoy
of the Fnizahethan period in works of Shakespeare was an punch to their mothers.
be served at the Oaks Country
famous client's ears and pull
enriched
outcome
unit
was
of
the
unit. The coopEngland. The
upward to show correct stance. of Cincinnati, Ohio, were the
Karen Ed- Club at 12:15 p.m. For remn
were
present
Girls
Shakes
eration
of local citizens, faculty
through reeding other
One way to improve posture Easter weekend guests of their
wards, Jo Beth Norwood, Debbie 'aeons call Polly Seale 733plays adapted for chit- and parents revealed to the stu7770, Sue Steele 753-5082, or
Is to imagine what a slender parents, Mr. and Mrs. Allen
Gail
Smith,
Connie
Tucker,
use, listening to record- dents the inter-dependence of
'Laura Parker 753-2923.
pole runs from on top of your McCoy of Murray arid Mr. and
Tucker, and Tress Garland.
•••
met -'d viewing filmstrips de- people, a sookesman said.
of Hickory.
head
through the center of the Mrs. Bill Neale
•••
-eictWg the early theater and
The Cherry Corner Baptist
body
and
-to
the
feet.
And
the
the age of Shakespeare. A reMr. and Mrs. Phil Harney a.
Church Woman's Missionary Se
weight should be carried on the
source library was available for
and children of Oklahoma City,
deity will meet at the chart* at
:balls of the feet. Or, imagine
individual research.
Okla., left Monday alter a visit
seven p. a.
that a string is attached to the
Social end Academic involve•••
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
top
of
your
head
and
is
pulling
Noel Melugin.
ments of fifty-one students were
The Faxon Mothers Club is
the
whole
body
Reward
Or,
use
•••
encountered through written reScheduled to meet at the school
the time-honored dance class
ports, notebooks, exhibits, play
Mr. and Mrs. Kai qtemer and
at 1:30 p. a.
method of walking around with two daughters'•
production and characterization.
•••
ef
a book balanced on top of your Tennessee were the Memphis,
Experiences included script
The Flint Baptist Church We
weekend
bead.
writing, letter wring, adverguests of her parents, Mr. and
man's Missionary Society will
"Posture
does
not
stop
when
tising, oral masking, and prat>
Mrs. W. B.. Perry.
meet at the church at 7:90 p. a.
you move," Miss Beck con•••
tical math applications. Costum•••
Mr. and Mrs. Hebert Holbrook Carter, Jr., of 332 Chuck. tinues. "You
learn, from
inoig Caine as a result of indiMn. mid Mrs. Gary Neale and
Members of the Women's fro. wood Road, Memphis, Tenn., announce the
engagement of their standing correctly, how things baby of
vidual research. The technical
ciety of Christian Service of the daughter, Joanne, to Stephen Hamilton
Dearborn, Mich., were
Arnold, son of Mr. ane are supposed to feel, and you the Easter
aspects of the play included acHazel United Methodist Church Mrs. Joe Hamilton Arnold of Murray.
weekend guests of
tivities involving lighting and
should go right on feeling that his grandmother, Mrs. Mallet
will have its call to prayer and
The wedding will take place on Friday, June 12, at the
sound production.
way
whether
you
are
walking,
Dunn,
sett-denial observance at the Second Presbyterian Church,
Fairlthe Drive.
Memphis, Tenn.
Techniques and methods for
church at ten a. in. A covered
Miss Carter was graduated from Overton High School and
developing dramatization and
dish luncheon will be served. attends
Memphis State University. She is a member of Alpha
oral expression were demonMrs. 1). N. White is program.
strated to the students by Miss
leader. All ladies are urged to. Ki Delta sorority.
The groom-elect was graduated from Overton High School
Linda Brownfield, a speech stuattend.
and will be graduated from Memphis State University with a
dent from • Murray State Uni•••
BRA degree in May. He is a member of Delta Sigma Phi busversity.
iness fraternity at Memphis State and the Arnold Air Society.
Sponsors for the production
Thursday, AprIl 2
DEAR ABBY: Where did people get the crazy idea that
The Hazel Elementary Schott! After graduation Mr. Arnold will receive a commission in the
people can concentrate only in cornplete silence? All a silent
PTA will meet at the school If United States Air -Force.
classroom produces is a bunch of nail-biting, finger-drumThe bride-elect is a granddaughter of Mrs. Clarence Eveseven p. in. with the program
ming, foot-shaking nervous kids. Dead silence is unnatural.
by the third and fourth grades. n Saunders of Memphis and the late Mr. Saunders and of Dr.
and makes people fidgety. If you doubt this, the next time
The executive board will meet d Mrs. Heber Holbrook Carter of Memphis, Tenn,
you are in church, irthe service lasts ever an hour. how hard
Mr. Arnold is a grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Samuel Arat 6:30 p. a.
•••
d of Proctorville, Ohio, and of Mr. and Mrs. Charley M. Billdoes the bench get? And how many places do you suddenly
of Kenova, W. Va.
itch?
The Town and Country HomeM. Kathleen Ellison, 417
The noise level in most hospitals is higher than it is in the
makers Club will meet at
North Sixth Street, Mayfield,
average classroom. That's why we have so many "educated"
home of Mrs. Ellis Perry, U136
and William Wallace Ellison,
Good selection of styles dr fabrics in wanted lengths,
graduates who have beautiful paper qualifications, but can't
Magnolia, at 7:30 p. a.
Seattle Washington, announce
•••
Fashion favorites to smallest detail. Light shades.
the marriage of their daughter,
perform. There just aren't many job situations that meet the
The Garden Department of
Sandra Leigh, to David Lucus
silence and orderliness demanded in the average classroom.
the Murray Woman's Club will
Loftin, Olive Branch, MimiesipDo you want to know why Johnny can't read? He's
pi. Mr. Loftin is the son of Mr.
meet at the club house at two
asleep with his eyes open.
A TEACHER
p. in. Hostesses will be Mesand Mrs. Henry Morsel' Loftin,
dames M. P. Christopher, Dick
Oitte Branch, MississippL The
DEAR ABBY: Remember the mother who asked you if a
Sykes, L. E. Itawain, Wayne
farmer Miss Ellison is the grandchild could study properly Wite the television, radio or stereo
Williams, and W. B. Graves.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ches•••
on? Well, years ago, I wouldn't &nose it either. In fact, I was
ter Givens, 804 Wright Street,
Pretty suits. .. . Smart di So easy to wear. Fashionable
The Women's Societe of
Mayfield.
delighted that here at last was a good lever a mother could
styles and desirable fabrics in popular colors. Clearance
Christian
Service
of
the
Dexter.
use: "Finish those lessons before turning on any of those
prices.
Hardin United Methodist Gime
The wedding was solemnized
distractions!" But a wise neighbor, Alberta Smith said,
en.
eh
will
li
observe
the
World
Day
at the First Methodist Churoh in
"Nay, nay, you'll be sorry one day." How right Alberta was!
of Prayer starting at ten a, m.
Murray, at 8 p. in. On February
I always thought I was doing the right thing by insisting
and continuing until after moon
27. The couple then left for
that my children have complete silence in which to study.
A potluck lunch will be served
Memphis, Tennessee, and MisNow my daughter is in a classroom that must accommodate
at U noon.
public is lane
sippi for their wedding trip.
two grades at the same time, and she is having great
In preparing flower boxes or ever, the advances in nan-made
•• e
Mr. and Mrs. Loftin are atdifficulty concentrating on her work while the other class is
containers for planting, prepare fibers and in fabric finishing
tending Murray State Univers
reciting. She used to be a straight A student. This semester
the bottom of the box with processes have created a need
Friday, Aprli 3
Permanent Press all-weather coats in several styled
tier until his graduation in June. she will barely pass. So we are changing our study habits but
charcoal '4 inch to Si for stronger threads. Sewing
crushed
,The
Senior
and colors, Well known makers. Missy sizes.
Citizens
Club will
He is majoring in Pus** EdOn
area.
threads must satisfy two basic
fast. Besides, whep children grow up and go to work, do you
have its monthly potluck lunch- inch deep over entire
ucation aiid Special Education,
inneeds:
think everyone around them is going to be quiet so they- can
eon at the Community Center, top of this spread 1 to 2
and is a member
N
Sigma Chi
Ells Dri've, at 12 noon with Mrs. ches of fine pea gravel or Mull 1. Sewability. The thread must
ALBERTA'S FRIEND
do their thing?
social fraternity. Mrs. Loftin is
Spread
pots.
clay
broken
speed
mahigh
perform
well
in
of
bits
Hontas Banks, Mn. VIrgie
a sophomore majoring in SeemClark, and Mrs. Martha Golden strip of wet burlap on top of chines. This means the ability
trial Science. She is a member
DEAR ABBY: Your colifin attests to the fact that many
as hostesses. All Interested per this layer to prevent soil 'M- to sew fbr a long time with nc
of Alpha Omicron Pi social sobright children are able to concentrate wini background
ing into the drainage area. - skipped stitches and no thresi
sons
are invited to attend.
rority.
noise, but unfortunately, according to recent research, about
Se.
Mrs. Juanita Amonett, Court- breaks. A balanced stitch should
•
60 per cent of children with learning disabilities cannot
Flowers and others.... all picturepretty in Spring-bright
The New Providence Riding house, Paducah, Ky. 42001 be the result.
The couple if residing at 1400
2. Seam Characteristics. The
handle background noises which compete for their attention.
Club will have a potluck supper Phone 442-2718.
Poplar in Murray.
Outstanding at these low sale prices!
•••
thread must give the final seam
Most people need a little familiar background noise to
at the Community Center, Ellis
glass
from
made
Draperies
functional
charact
required
the
a
feel "safe" and to know they are in touch with their environDrive, it 6:30 p at. Members
4
fiber fabrics should clear the eristics. It must not cause the
not change of date.
ment. Anyone who has had a sudden bearing loss will tell ygu
Anyinch.
one
least
at
increardue
to
to
pucker,
•••
seam
flOOT
this, but don't try to explain it to the lady who plugs up her
time a drapery made from glass ed tension, as it is sewn. In
Saturday, April 4
ears at night.
comes in constant con- knit fabrics this means having
"Music
Country
Style
Show" fibers
Abby, I'll go along with your original advice: "Show me
a surface you will a thread with a little "give" to
with
tact
held
at
be
the Fazoo School
will
the report card and I'll give you my answer"
at 7:30 le in., sponsored by the have an abrasion problem. In- it.
drap- For sewing fine seams, the
If a child does well despite background noise, don't
Faxon Mothers Club. Refresh- sure longer life for your
unnecessary manufacturers have produced
worry If he is not doing well, why take a chance!
ments will be sold. Admission eries by avoiding
- Mildred W. Potts, Lew thread designs to meet the
JACK KATZ, Ph.D. (Audiologist]
is Children 25 cents and adults -abrasion.
LaCenter, Ky. 42058. Phone needs. Polyester cotton core
75 cents.
665-56/1.
spun thread has a high-strength
Se.
DEAR ABBY: I can't tell you why, but I cannot study
•••
advertised HOB ROBBER ma CITY SCENE
filament polyester core around
unless I have some "background noise." I have tried to
dresses, Spring styles in pretty cottons, acetate jerseys,
That Deny rous Slowpoke
which is spun a sheath of high
concentrate in a room with dead silence, and I get so nervous
polyester-cotton blends Novelty prints and stripes. HOB
Rynnle
filni
The National Safety Council quality cotton fiber. This thre-td
I just about jump out of my skin!
- "are you a slowpoke?". combines the good character- , ?JOBBER in Missy Sizes, and CITY SCENE in half sizes.
asks
ii
III il I 't
l'1)
slowam a freshman at a large university, and I haven't had
It goes on td say, "The
istics of polyester and cotton
Keenan eliii. VIII
ii••
poke on the expressway is lust fibers,• The cotton outer cover
lower than an "A" since I was in the eighth grade
FM, will. apprat
l".(1
',it,.
as dangerous as the speeder. If gives the thread excellent sew
I1EEI5S NOISE IN ANN ARBOR
N1111, V.
4ml I t
I M011ard
toll traffic streams pass you or you ability, and the
polyester core
"
in
k...11111
1.41
tli
leading a slow parade in provides high strength and r.are
Y1as np.- an
DEAR ABBY: I read with interest the answers to the
the your lane, speed up or get oft sistance to abrasion and degra.4.-4
telciisoto
problem of loud noise while studying.
the expressway You are a ha- dation. Polyester/cotton thread
What employer will furnish a TV, radio, or stereo so his
When you block traffic." also provides the slight "give"
zard
i.ert I
also true of two-lane which is necessary . in knits.
is
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0111,1
Spring favorites! All fashion footwear must be cleared
highways. It creates frustrat However, high heat im pressin;
do their homework without "music" blasting. what will
ford. \lc.. in 1811 Iti
Choose smart pumps & others with desirable'heels. Good
causes zither drivers to may cause 100'7, polyester to
ons,
i
baropen in a nice quiet office or other workroom?
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• 113111
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•••
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To sew a fine seam is a great which new ones are found ac90049 For a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
achievement, for how a garment ceptable and which ones are
I lie first solonarlit,
envelope
performs is dependent on the not Lame companies maintain
t ..mbat
ris.rd
Downtown Murray
I *in I
scant. Until recently, cotton was ixtensive research departments
, 111111111% 11.1\wi1•••••11
--Oar Aysr-new bowatet..-'441-has4- --T-eaasaspisa
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Reg. to'34.98 Clearance Price '26.88

By Abigail Van Buren

Sandra L. Ellison
Becomes Bride Of
David L.Loftin

Reg. to '24.98 Clearance Price '19.88

WOMEN'S SPRING SUITS
Reg. 99.98 - Clearance Price $34.88
Reg.'30.00 - Clearance Price *24.88
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jSPECIAL PURCHASEj
MISSES ALL-WEATHER COATS
Special Sale Price - '12.00
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WOMEN'S SPRING MILLINERY
Reg. '7.98 - Clearance Sale '4.98
Reg. '5.98 - Clearance Sale '3.98

colors...

i SPECIAL PURCHA.SEJ

NATIONALLY ADV. DRESSES
Reg. Price '12.98 & '14.98
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75.00
Under 15 units without Restaurant
Pro Rated," rate of a full year hereinafter provided and eet °P' Lumber Companies outside the City, but delivering
125.00
Under 15 units with Restaurant '
business, within
city lumber and/or building materials,
the
regardless of the date of in- pante the name of the
15000
trade, or
150.00 15 to 34 units without Restaurant
other than a licensed dealer
uance, and made to expire on occupation, profession,
175.00
taxes
22.50 15 to 34 units with Restaurant
Lunch Stands or Sandwich Shop
the 1st day of May following. calling for which license
200.00
are required, together with the Magazine or News Stand or Agent
37.50 35 or more units without Restaurant
SECTION XI:
Ordinance Number 513 being an ordinance fixing and no225.00
Restaurant
with
the
units
more
or
33
tax,
such
license
of
amount
150.00
engagand
before
Every person,
Mail Order Business, General Merchandise
guiatins the license taxes, and manner and form of granting
business
eoch
to
same
applying
75.00
occupation,
Marble Yard or Shop, Monuments, Markers, etc.
37.50
Issuing WIN on the various linips of business, occupations, pre ing in any business,
Grocery Store
calling location, except as otherwise Medicine Shop, Palmist, Hypnotists, Phrenologists, etc.
187.50
toasters*. trades, and callings in the City of Murray, Kentucky, profession, trade, or
Meat Market and Bakery
with
Store
Grocery
are
which
out
set
specifically
37.30
vio- hereinafter mentioned and deper day, $15.00; Per week
and providing penalties for non-payment thereof, and for
Store with Meat Market (without check-out
37.50 Grocery
pay the license tax as follows:
Millinery Shop
75.00
lation thereof, and making It unlawful to anuses in any such scribed shall
lane or with one check-out lane)
ATTACHED)
SCEDULE
RATE
men
callings
and
Businesses:
trades,
Manufacturing Plants, or
lines of Moslems occupations, professions,
Grocery Store with Meat Market with 2 check-out lanes . 112.50
5050
:
75.00
2
7
1
13
.
,
as
Ikons..
Less than 25 employees
Accountant, CPA, not pro rated, each
with Meat Market, with 3 or more checkwithout first paying His license tax and procuring
150.00 Grocery Store
25 to 50 employees
Adjustor, Insurance, not pro rated
18730
provided heroin.
lanes
out
37.50
225.00
CITY Advertising Agency or Agents
51 to 250 employees
85 IT ORDAINED BY THE COMMON COUNCIL OF 'THE
5.00
1112.50
300.00
250 employees to 500
Agricultural Implements
OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY:
112.50
400.00 Wholesale and/or Retail Milk Products and Processing
500 employees and above
Apothecaries, operation of (Also See Pharmacy)
225.00
Plant
150.00
day
by
Doctors,
Embalmers,
Undertakers)
Morticians (See Also
cense tax within sixty (60) days Astrologers, Faith
100.00
SECTION I:
Owned)
(Privately
Homes
Convalescent
50
.00
and/or
17512
Nursing
2.00
operate
to
Attorney at Law, each
Motorcycles and Motorbikes, privilege
50.00
Owned)
Whenever used in this ordi- after penalty date, the Common
(Privately
School
Day
Care
Children's
but
Limits
15.00 per day
not pro rated each
Monuments, Grave Markers, etc., outside City
aance the word "person" shall Council may at its discretion Auctioneers,
112.50
75.00
within the City
Auctions
selling
delivering
Auto
and/or
the
City
proPolice
to
instruct
ordinance be declared by the
be construed to include within
SECTION XII:
112.110 Mills, Hammer, Dogwood, Pulp, Sawmills, each
75.00
hibit such non-resident from Auto Parts and Accessories, Appliances Store
Courts, for any reason, to be
its meaning not only natural
112.50 Music Machines, Pinball, Amusement Tables, not pro
Accessories, Store or Dealer
and
Parts
Auto
in
his
engaging
ocor
following
such decision shall not
persons, but also firms, partner112.50
10.00 That it shall be the duty of invalid,
Auto Paint and/or Body Shop
rated, each
affect the validity of this ordiships, associations, companies, cupation or business within the
Po75.00
the
and
of
Police
Chief
the
shop,
repair
garage
operating
Music or Musical Instrument Store
Auto Agents or Dealers
City.
nance as a whole, or any part
and corporations.
150.00 Neon or Electrical Sign, etc., selling and/or installing
lice Department of the City of
selling accessories, gas, oil, and service each
SECTION IV:
thereof other than the particulSECTION II:
to
that
see
Kentucky,
112.50
Murray,
30.00 per day
Each license shall state the Auto Garage not selling autos, but repairing, selling,
within City
ar section or provision of the
That on and after the 1st day
75.00 Office Equipment and/or Supplies
73.00 any person, firm, company, or
gas, oil, or accessories
so held or declared
of May, 1970 and on the same name of the person to whom
75.00 Oil or Gasoline Companies or agent, Wholesale, each ... 150.00 corporation doing business in ordinance
Shops
to be invalid.
day in each succeeding year it is issued, and no such license Auto Repair
Kentucky,
Murray,
50.00
of
the
City
.
each
herein,
listed
used in
pump
otherwise
each
shell
be
Station,
not
transferor
Filling
assignable
and
Business
Service
or
Auto
Occupations
SECTION X"V:
thereafter, it shall be unlaw2200 Opera Houses, Theatres, Drive-In Movies, Moving ..
have the license required by law
nor shall any such license
•
connection therewith
This ordinance is to be in
ful for any .pireon to engage
and
report
this
ordinance,
-and
''''''''
companies
Discount
any
authorize
person other than Auto or Appliances Finance or
..Pictures, each
force and effect from and after
in any badness, occupation,
150.00 to the City of Murray, City its passage, approval, and puthe one mentioned in the license
(Operating less than 51% of the time during year)
having en agent or agency, representative, solicitor,
prcdession, trade or calling herecause
warshall
who
Prosecutor,
113.50
to do any business or to follow
or correspondent in the city buying notes or sales conOpticians, Oculists, Optometrists, each
blication, and is to apply for the
inafter mentioned, in the City
150.00 Parade (Also See Circus) per day
73.00 rents to be issued in the Murray licensed year, beginning the 1st
any
occupation,
profession,
tracts secured by lien or chattel mortgage
of Murray, Kentucky, until such
112.50 Police Court for violations here- day of May, 1970, and theretrade or calling other than that Auto Agents or Dealers, operating garage repair shop,
Paper (Wallpaper and/or Paint Stores)
person has first paid the amount
150.00 under.
provided in such license. There
Pawnshops or Pawn Brokers, not pro rated, each
selling accessories, gm, oil, and service, with paint
after from year to year. All orof license tax to the City Clerk
.00 Peddlers under supervision of Chief of Police, per
87.50
175
shall be a separate acme for
and/or Body Shop
dinances or parts of ordinances
and hat'obtaieed from him the
XIII:
SECTION
place
each
of
each
and
business,
day, each
Bakery or Bake Shop or Store
in conflict herewith are hereby -license as hereinafter specitied
or
112.50
estabbranch
store
separate
Pharmacy (Also See Apothecaries)
Battery Shop, Store, or Dealer selling and/or serving
repealed as to such conflict
and required: if any such li37.30 Photographers, each
lishment shall be construed as
All money derived from 11- PASSED ON FIRST READING
75.00
automobile batteries
cense tax be not so paid and a seperate unit for the
37.50 Photographers, itinerant, per week, each
purpose
37.50 came taxes under the previsions THE 26TH DAY OF MARCH,
the license procured on or les- of license taxes as provided Barber Shop with 1 chair
15.00 Piano and/or Music Stores
75.00 of this ordinance shall be pad 1970.
Each additional chair
ion the 31st day of May in herein.
37.50 Piano Tuner, each
22.50 to the City Clerk and placed
Beauty Shop with 1 chair
COMMON COUNCIL.
each year hereafter, there shall
SECTION V:
00 Popcorn, Peanuts, Candy Stands off the street, each
150
250
15.00 to the credit of the General
Each additional chair
CITY OF MURRAY,
be added to each license tax a
of
the
Fund
of
City
All licenses granted under Billiards and/or Pool Room
Revenue
and/or
or
Processors
Popcorn and Field Corn Dealers
Kentucky
penalty of ten per centum this ordinance, except as otherMurray, and shall be used and
75.00
storage of popcorn or field corn and other grain,
(10%) thereof, and any and all wise herein provided, shall ex- Billboard Agent or Agency, not pro rated, each
By: Holmes Ellis Mayor,
curin
the
defraying
expended
15.00
112.50
each
such persons paying, or offer- pire on the 1st day of May of Boarding and/or Rooming House
City of Murray, Kentucky
300.00 Printing Office, job printing, publications, etc.
112.50 rent and incidental expenses of
ing to pay such license taxes each and every year, and no Bowling and/or Ten Pin Alen, not pro rated
ATTEST:
said City.
75.00
112.50
each
Supply
Dealers,
Plumbing
Store
Book
after same have been delin- license, except as otherwise
Stanford Andrties
SECTION XIV:
112.50 Produce, Poulrty, Chicken House
73.00
queot, shall also pay said ten herein provided, shall be issued Bottlers of Soft Drinks
Clerk, City of Murray,
Should
any
section,
or
of
part
1,87.50
7500
-Agency
or
Association
Agent
Loan
Pest•Control, Ea:terminators,
per cent (10%) penalty thereon; for a leas period of time than Building and
Kentucky
or
this
any
of
section,
provision
50.00
.
Appliances
150.00
and
Plumbing and/or Electrical Contracting
provided further, that such per- six (6) months. No portion of Butcher or Meat Shop
300
.00
3740
75.00
Real Estate Agency: First Agent and/or Salesman
son commencing business after any license tax shall be refund- Cablevision Companies
37.50
Each additional Agent and/or Salesman the 1st day of May shall pay ed to any person, firm, cone Canneries, each
180.00
not to exceed a total of $150.00 per agency.
the license tax required in this pany, or corporation, or to any- Carnivals, Street Fairs, Rodeos, per week
37.30 Repair Shops not otherwise listed herein
37.50
ordinance and upon failure to one else foe their use or bene- Chicken Hatchery, per season
50.00 Restaurants and/or Cafes:
Chiropodists, each
so pay same within thirty (30) fit.
From December 1 to about Jan75.00
50.00
1 to 24 seats
Circus, including parade, per day
days after commencing such
SECTION VI:
31, the Smithwood Develop15.00
lary
each
112.50
day,
Shows, per
25 or more
business, there shall be added
An advertisement of any kind Circus Side
112.50 Retail Dealers not otherwise listed herein, each
ment Company had seventy-four
50.00
to such license tax a penalty by any person, that he, they, Chiropractors, each and/or Osteopaths
112.50 Skating Rinks, not pro rated, each
deeds recorded in the oLike of
112.50
of ten per cent (10%) thereof. or it, is engaged in any calling, Clething and/or Accessories Store
150.00 Sewing Machine Agent or Store and Dry Goods, each
the Calloway County Court Clerk.
100.00
Said license taxes and penal- ocupation, trade, business, or Clothing, Shoes and/or Accessories Store
18.00 Shooting Gallery, not pro rated, each
Since February 1 deeds to the
37.50
ties may be recovered as other profession, for the carrying on Cigarettes, Retail and/or Wholesale
follevring persons have been re112.50
Goods, Etc., sold from trucks,
or
with
Dry
repairs
without
Store,
Shoes,
Shoe
Clothing,
delinquent taxed.
of which a license is required
75.00
60.00
vehicles
Shop
Repair
other
or
such
Shoe
have
All
autos
licenses shall
Some 600 Kentucky high school corded:
under this ordinance, snail be
37.50 students are expected to compete William T.'Morris, Wales, TeSign Painter, not pro rated, each
printed or stamped on the face conclusive evidence for such 11- Coal Dealer or Coal Yard selling and/or delivering
75.00 Station, Bus, Truck or other vehicles
150.00 for scholarships and trophies nn.,two lots; George J. or Cathof same, in large figures, the ceinee tax as
Inside city limits, not pro rated, each
provided by this
37.50 In science and mathematics ach- erine Durham of Vincennes,Ind.,
year for which same are issued, ordinance.
Concrete, brickcrete and/or Readi-Mix, selling and
Sporting Goods Store, Department, or Dealer
Applegate
First and
rated,
pro
not
limits
City.
and it shall be the duty of the
in
delivering
or
periodical
newspaper,
ievement tests at Eastern Ken- one lot; Carl or Doris
SECTION VII:
. 75.00 Soliciting subscriptions to any
Jewell
lot;
one
Ill.,
person procuring or bovine such
Seymour,
truck
of
Second
15.00
....
day
spring.
per
tucky University this
Every person desiring to promagazine by offering any premium or gift,
250.00
of
license to keep same posted or cure a licenee, as herein proThree or more trucks
herein, under the
for high school stu- V. or Kathleen V. Chadwell
Deadline
listed
those
than
other
Soliciting
75.00
otherwise exposed on some con- vided, shall when
Cold Storage or Frozen Food
7.50 dents to register for the tests Owosso, Mich., two lots; Cora
Chief of Police, per day
of
supervision
required,
Merry Go-Round, or
spicuous place in his or their
75.00 In biology, chemistry, earth sci- Hamby of Alamo, Tenn.,two lots;
rated, each
aPplication in writing to Concession Stands, Doll Racks,
15.00 Swimming Pools, not pro
place of liminess, where the make
other amusement stands, per day
15.00 ence, mathematics, and physics William G. or Grace E. Burger,
the City Clerk, giving and di*
or circus, per day
carnival
than
other
Shows
selling and/or
same shall at all times be with- closing the information
37.50 Is April 10, according to Dr. Sr., of Chicago. Ill., four lots;
Shop
neces- Coffee, Tea, Spices, etc., soliciting orders,
alteration
37.50 Tailor or
in the public view.
delivering any article not specified herein
sary tio enable the City Clerk to
or Stand with 1 auto not over 5
Business
H. H. LaFuze director of the Clarence Dolling of Mandeville,
Taxicab
conNo person except as Mbar- &itemise -the unless
W.or Anise
87.50 program. The
amount of li- Credit and/or Collection Agent or Agency,
tests will be held La., three lots; John
'
passengers
vaa. -provided Lewin under the cense tax to be
7.50 May 8.
K. Gammill of Martin,Tenn.,one
/Rid, the char. ducted by licensed attorney engaged in practice in
each
cab,
or
auto
additional
Each
75.00
classifications of "Merchant, re- actor of business to be
City of Murray, and conducting same with his practice
15.00
conductcarnival or circus, per day
A scholarship will be given lot; Donna Jean McKie of Berwin,
tail" and Merchant, wholesale,' ed, and such
150.00 Tent Shows other than
150.00
other facts as may Contracting General, not pro rated
three lots; Dale L. Fleshes
Dealer
Supplies
Heating
and/or
Tinner
the highest ranking student
to
shall be authorized to do any be necessary or
truck
Ind., two lots.
proper to de- Contracting-Carpenter, Brick and Stone Masons, Cement
auto,
Albany,
repairing
and/or
of
selling
Shop
or
Store
major
Tire
will
who
In each subject
business thereunder, other than termine
and Concrete, Electricians, Painters, Paperhangers,
112.30
whether the applicant
or tractor tires by vulcanizing, etc., each
at Marvin L. or Gloria J. Ritter
mathematics
or
science
in
that mecifically set out in mei for such
condoes
who
anyone
or
Tinners,
Plasters Plumbers,
three lots;
license shall be grantTobacco Procesiors or Rehandlers
Wenn.
Eastern, An assistantship will of Millington, Tenn,
tracting work where the contract amounts to $10.00 or
ed the license applied for, and
37.50
Edward E. or Mena Flits ofPurLess than a one-half million pounds per season
runner-up
the
to
For non-payment of any lipresented
be
75.00
more, not pro rated, each
75.00
In order to ascertain any facts
year, Tenn., one lot; Earle F.
More than a one-half million pounds per season
cense within sixty (60) days afIn each subject,
75 00
accessory to determine the a- Dance Hall
each, located within the City
Floors,
Leaf
Virginia M. Olson of West
Loose
or
Tobacco
secfirst,
ter penalty date, the Common
ranking
Contestants
37.50
mount of license tax to be paid. Dancing Instructors, not pro rated, each
and
Murray
of
City
the
outside
Ill, four lots; Byron
located
or
Murray
Chicago,
of
subject
its
may,
at
Council
discretion, The
in each
112.50
City Clerk may require Dentist, each
100.00 ond, and third
delivering within the City of Murray
instruct the Qty Police to order
engraved tro- R. or Mary lane Hadley of Pala.
awarded
be
will
75.00
Establishment
or
Laboratory
Dental
Floors which also engage in the grain such place of business closed. arch applicant, so applying, to Department Store
in the tine, 111., seven lots; Edward L.
187.50 Tobacco Loose Leaf
112.50 phies. Contestants ranking
business in any form, each
SECTION III:
furnidi mil information =de
given or Arlene L. Mincy of Chicago,
be
will
cent
per
10
75.00
highest
additional
an
therein
Each leased department
Towel and/or Linen or other merchandise supply dealer
oath lie may be so required.
NON-RESIDENTS
men- 111. two lots; Roy E. or Peggie
honorable
of
certificates
150.00
Physicians, Surgeons, each
150.00
each.
selling,
or
leasing
S Bauer of Aroma Park, Illn
That on and after the 1st day
SECTION VIII:
75 00
Drive-In Stand or Establishment
22.50 tion.
Business
Transfer
two lots; Howard J. or Edith
of May, 1970 and on the same
be
Upon violation of any provi- Drug Store (Also See Apothecaries or Pharmacy)
will
award
150.00
In addition, an
112.50
or Dealer, not pro rated, each
Merchant
Transient
E. Rothenberger of Mulberry,
day each year thereafter, it sion of this or any other ordi75.00
Dry Cleaning Plant or Establishment
150.00 given to the school whose term Ind., one lot; J. W. or Sue Little
Funeral Homes
shall be unlawful for any per- nance or laws of the State of Dry Cleaning and Launry Plant or Establishment
tests.
the
150 00 Undertakers, Embalmers,
in
highest
ranks
75.00
and/or Retail
lots;
son who is a non-resident of Kentucky by any person holding Dry Goods and Shoes
112.50 Used Oar Sales, Wholesale
Each accredited senior high of Union City, Tenn., three
operated), not pro rated, each .. 1.50
the City, or has his place of a license to engage
Tommy H. or Grace D. Dooley
any busi- Electronic Supplies Store
to
75.00 Vending Machines (penny
invited
is
state
the
in
school
18.00
Cigarettes, not pro rated, each.
Ind., two lots; Jack
business outside the City limits ness, profession, trade, or call50.00 Vending Machines,
enter two pupils in each test of Hammond,
Electrical Supply Dealer
Vending Machines, Candy, Peanuts, Sandwiches, etc.
Delaney of Warren,
to engage in any business, oc- ing as herein provided, such liDorothy
or
A,
said.
Electrical Appliances, Household Supplies, Accessories,
7.50 subiect. Dr. LaFuze
pro rated, each
cupation, profession, trade or cense may be revoked by the
112.50 (nickel and up, operated) not
start Mich., nine lots.
will
Radios, Television, Refrigerators, Etc.
program
8
75.00
May
The
calling hereinafter mentioned, Common Council; and the judgeHerman O. or Annie D. Pwell
50 Veterinarian, each
752...0050
Engineers and/or Architects
37.50 at 8:30 a.m, in the Keen Johnson
Washingette, Self-Service Laundry, not coin-operated
In the City of Murray, Kentucky, ment or conviction in the PoNashville, Inc., one lot; Duehl
of
th
Trucking and/or moving
and
Building,
Union
75.00 Student
Washingette, Self-Service Laundry, coin-operated
until such person has first paid • Court or any other Coiut Exhibits, Demonstrators, Museums, Freaks, per ifir
of Vincennes, Ind., two
Durham
beg
will
period
one-hour testing
Weighing Machines, tables, or games used for skill or
the amount of license tax to the of competent jurisdiction of a
B. or Mildred Raper
Lloyd
lots;
37or per week
a
of
7.50 at 10-.15 a.m. Presentation
•
City Clerk and has obtained violation of any of the provi- Feed and/or Seed and Fertilizer Store
Ill., four lots; RobMomence,
: amusement, not pro rated, each
12.5
15010
of
Wrestling or Boxing Matches or Exhibitions, per day .... 37.50 ards will be made at 2 p.m.
from him the license as herein- sions of this or any other ordi- Fertilizer Manufacturers
ert D.,Pander of Kankakee, M.,
folio
Auditorium,
etc.,
Lotions,
Tobacco,
Bre&
Popcorn,
Peanuts,
Hiram
Candy,
Wholesale
after specified; If any such 11- nance or laws of the State of
37.30
four lots; Erwin L. or Erwin
Fish Markets
50.00 ing guided tours of the scien
one truck
cenee tax be not so paid and Kentucky shall be concluaive Five and Ten Cent Stores, each
S. Chmaj of Chicago, Ill, nine
75.00 , Dealer,
75.00
campus.
the
facilities on
2 or more trucks
the Ocean procured on pr be evidence of such violation.
Paul W. or Lois A. Ifiller
lots;
Ten, Twenty-five, One Dollar or
Five,
Selling at wholesale or conducting
the 31st day of May in
* SECTION IX:
Mich., three lots;
150.00 Wholesale Groceries Detroit,
of
Variety Store, each
wholesale grocery business, or selling or delivering
each year hereafter, there shall Each person carrying on or
Dale M. or Rita iCizzee of New
Florists Shops, not pro rated
• salesman or truckman or an agent
through
groceries
be added to such license tax a conducting any business, trade,
1°
2.50
15
'' 17
Shops with Nursery
Haven, Mich., three lots; Clime
penalty of ten per cent occupation, employment, or pro- Florists
or an agency in the City either from a warehouse, store,
7500
Mammoth Carr. Ky., was a or Leona T. Lindsey of NashvilFoundry or Machine Shop
225.00
each
manner,
other
in
or
truck,
all
car,
and
train,
any
and
is
thereof,
license
a
(10%)
fession for which
Funeral Director (Also See Undertaker, Morticians)
source of saltpetre from which le, Tenn,, three lots; Edward L.
and/or Vegetables- Selling at wholesale
such persons paying, or offering required under the provisions
180.00 Wholesale Fruit
gunpowder was made for the Lawrence of Kalamazoo, Mints.,
Entbaliners
Or
busvegetables
and/or
fruit
wholesale
or conducting a
to pay such license taxes after of this ordinance or any other
180.00
Stores
Furniture
War of 1812.
two lots.
and/or
vegetables
fruit
delivering
iness, or selling or
the same have been delinquent, ordinance not repealed by this
75.00
•
a salesman or truckma or an agent or agency,
through
shall also pay ten per cent ordinance, where a fine has not Furniture, Stores, Second-Hand
" 37.50
(10%) penalty thereon; provided been provided for, without hav- Fruit and /or Vegetable Store
In the City, either from a warehouse, store, train, car,
37.30
pro rated
112.30
further that such person com- ing first obtained a licenee to Fruit Stand on private property, not
truck or in any other manner, each
37.30
each
etc.,
Appliances,
Autos,
of
Storage
Garage
Wholesale Flour and/or Feedstuff - Selling at wholesale
mencing business after the 1st carry on end conduct such busi75.00
natural
or
artificial
day of May shall pay the li- ness, trade, occupation, employ- Gas Companies,
or conducting wholesale flour and/or feedstuff business,
cense tax required in this ord- ment, or profession, shall be Gas Accessories or Appliances, selling stoves,
or selling and delivering flour and/or feedstuff through
refrigerators, furnaces, etc.
inance, and upon failure to so guilty of a misdemeanor; and
a salesman or truckman, or an agent or agency, within
1
.
5
12
17
0
:
pay same within thirty (30) days upon conviction in the Police General Store not otherwise listed
the City, either from a warehouse, store, train, car,
.... 37.50
112.50
after commencing such business, Court in the City of Murray, Grocery Store (See end of list for other information)
truck, or in any other manner, each
112.50
Products - Selling at wholesale
there shall be added to such li- shall be fined not less than Hardware Store
Milk
and
Milk
Wholesale
130.00
cense tax a penalty of ten per Five Dollars ($6.00) nor more Hardware, Furniture, Appliances
or conducting wholesale Milk and Milk Products bus150.00
cent (10%) theron. Said license than Twenty Dollars ($20.00), Harvrare, Furniture, Appliances, Gifts, etc.
iness, or selling and delivering milk and milk products
75.00
Shop
taxes and penalties may be re- and each day that such business, Harness Shop and Shoe
through a salesman or truckman, or an agent or agency,
75.00
covered as any other delinquent trade, occupation, employment, Hospitals or Clinics, Privately owned, each
within the city, either from a warehouse, store, train,
15.00
112.50
or profession is carried on with- Hot Taimaie Dealer or Peddler, not pro rated
truck, or in any other manner, each
car,
taxes.
75.00
out such license shall be consid- Hotels
Products - Selling at wholeBread
and
Bread
Wholesale
112.30
Ice Manufacturers or Dealer, not pro rated
Such license shall be requir- ered a separate offense.
sale or conducting wholesale Bread and Bread Products
Ice Cream Manufacturers or Dealers, Wholesale, each .... 75.00
SECTION X:
business, or selling and delivering bread or bread proed of any person residing outU any person who is engagea Implement Dealers, Tractor, Tractor Equipment,
side the City or having a place
ducts through a salesman or truckman, or en agent or
112.50
Accessories, Repairs
of badness outside the City in any of the businesses, callagency in the City, either from a warehouse, Store, train,
75 00
Accident) emit
112.50
limits if such person shall en- ings, occupations, or professions Insurance Agents (Life, Health
oar, truck, or in any other manner, each
gage with continued activity in desires to engage in such busi- Insurance Agent or Agency, General Insurance,
Wholesale Soft Drinks - Selling at wholesale or conductFirst agent, $75.00, each additional agent $37.50
say business, occupation, pro- nesses at any intervening pering wholesale soft drink business, or selling or delivernot to exceed • total of $150.00 per agency.
fession, trade or calling herein- iod, his license shall be issued
ing soft drinks through a salesman or truckman, or an
112.50
after mentioned in the City, and by the clerk for the fractional Jewelry Store, with or without repair shop
agent or agency, in the City, either from a warehouse,
37.50
accepts
Shop
Repair
part of said year and made to Jewelry
112.50
who actually solicits and
store, train, car, truck, or in any other manner, each
75.00
each
out
expire as herein provided and Junk Dealer, not pro rated,
business by holding himself
and Meat Products - Selling at wholeMeats
Wholesale
7.50
day
as engaging in such business the he shall be charged for such Junk Dealer, Temporary, buying or selling, per
sale or conducting Wholesale Meats and/or Meat Pro112.50
same as any person residing in period the proportionate part Ladies' Furnishings and/or Accessories Store
ducts business, or selling and delivering meats and/or
112.50
a similar Dueness, occupation, of said license tax for' the per- Ladies' Furnishings, Dry Goods and Millinery Store
meats products through a salesman or truckman, or
75.00
iod so engaged by him in his Laundries (Also See Dry Cleaning, Washingette)
profession, trade or calling.
agent or agency, in the City, either fronea warehouse,
50
37
any
whom
or
each
to
Agents,
occupation,
calling,
Laundry
non-resident
business,
No
store, train, car„truck, or in any other manner, each .. 112.50
150.00
license is issued u herein pro- profession, except that this shall Laundry and Dry Cleaning Plants or Establishment
WELL REHEARSED . . . is the Apollo 13 prime crew as they
Wholesale Hardwore and Plumbing Supplies, Selling and/
150.00
authorized
liLivestock Auctions
not apply to any temporary
to blast off for the Moon on April 11.- Fred W. Hake,
prepare
vided for, shall be
112.50
or Delivering
to do any business thereunder cense as is provided for in this Loan Companies lending money on articles of a chattel
mlsaton commander James E. Lovell Jr.. and Thomas K.
112.30
and/or
Delivering
Selling
Drugs,
Wholesale
other than that specified in such ordinance; nor to any business, nature within the city, whether in connection with a
. transfer van at Cape
.
Mattingly I from left I enter the NASA
75.00
18730 Mobile Home Sales
occupation, calling, or profes- firm, company or association
license.
a countdown rehearsal.
following
Ki:rirreds:
etc.:
Courts,
Trailer
Parks,
Auto
Motels,
..•
187 SO
Far non-payment of such 11- sion named and designated "Not Lumber Companies, with or without Planning Milt.-
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Dr. A. D. Smith To Speak At
Murray State Baccalaureate
Dr. Alvin Duane Smith, senicc
minister of the Broad Street
Presbyterian Church of Columbus, Ohio, will be the baccalaureate speaker at Murray State
University June 5.
He will deliver the address to
the graduating class at 8 p.m. in
the university auditorium. Commencement exercises are scheduled for 10 a.m. June 6 in
the fleidhouse with Dr. Forrest
C. Pogue of Arlington, Va., as
the speaker.
A native of Marietta, Ohio,
Dr. Smith has had a career including pastorates in New Jersey, Maryland and Pennsylvania,
a chaplaincy in the U. S. Navy,
and experience as synod executive of New England and New
York.
He served as chaplain of the
Ohio House of Representatives
during the 196'7-68 and 1969-70
General Assembly sessions.
Besides extensive cluechrk
at the general assembly, synod,
presbytery, and ecumenical levels, Dr,Smith has also been active
In civic affairs. He is a member
of the 'Ulnas Club, the Mt. Ver-

& TIMES

—

GE SKS/

FALLS TO DEATH

EXPLORER -1

pie University.
His experience includes active
participation in city councils Of
churches in Philadelphia and Boston and state councils in Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, New Hampshire, Vermont
and New York.
Currently he is a member of
the Columtas Presbytery, the
North East Central Council of
Churches, the InterChurch Center of Ohio, Inc., the business
and finance committee of the
Synod of Ohio, the United Christian Campus Center Committee,
and the National Presbyterian
Church and Center Committee.
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OSAKA, Japan (UPI)- Yoshinobu Mizota, 29, fell to his
death early today from the
Tower of the Sun, the first
fatality recorded since the
opening of Expo '70.
Mizota was taking photographs for a Tokyo publishing
company when he fell 10 feet
off a platform.

-1441144111114.

TAKES FIRST PLACE
Dr. James A. Van Allen
ALLEN BELT

EARTH

000 MILES

4,0

Washington
Window

11111°
INNER 'SAN ALLEN BELT

MOSCOW (UPI)- Valentina
Nikonovajn, 18, of Russia took
first place Sunday in the girls
foils competition of the World
Junior fencing championships
with five consecutive victories.
Valentina Burochkine, 15, was
second and West Germany's
Jutta Popken, 19, third.

VISIM111414111111

Indian trade routes that have
been discovered near Palm Desert, Calif., date back to 1,000

We are
ready t
about F
stock,
-we'll I
can get
EFFICI
ON THE 0 v-A new type quiet-flying Q-Star plane makes a
low pass along the coast near San Francisco during flight
test. Developed by Lockheed. the Q-Star has its engine
mounted behind the pilot and a 10-foot shaft extends from
the engine'over the cockpit to a pylon which rises Mtn the
plane's nose to support a slow-turning wooden propeller.

etons.
By MERRIMAN SMITH
UPI White House Reporter

SOLAR

wItsiDS

(PLASMA)

the first satelWASHINGTON (UPI) -It
ON OR ABOUT ARR.4 an Earth satellite saga Inds-Explorer I, which was
lite launched by the U.S., will enter Earth's atmosphere and disintegrate, says the Smithwas early Sunday morning, and
two old-hand Washington Demosonian Astrophysical Observatory in cambridge, Mass. Explorer I was launched Jan. 31,
non Avenue District Improveme- crats were leaning against a
1958, and has orbited Earth more than half a million times. During those orbits it connt Association and the Nursing wall outside an after-dinner
firmed the Van Allen Belt, a high density of fast-cpoving particles in the outer space. The
Education CommLssion of Colum- party room in the Statler
Van Allen Belt is highly charged with radiation and thus presents a space travel hazard.
bus.
Hotel. One of the Democrae
He. earned the A. B. degree tic pros in the hallway (there
at Washington and Jefferson Col- was no room inside the suite)
TB decline
lege, the B. D. and Th. M. de- said to his colleague, "God
in Hong Kong
grees at Princeton Seminary, knows whaj.
o sort of !make
HONG KONG (UPI).- The
and the S. T. D. degree at Tern- Nixon courd -take tato 19'7'-it
mortality rate from tuberculosis
might be murderous,"
was 36.9 per 100,000 of the
What produced this leftBong Ken,in
tkiatiew
COURT MEETS
handed compliment was this:
compared with 208 per 100,000
At the end of the Gridiron
service."
in 1951
WASHINGTON (UP!)- The
Club's annual dinner, after the
Yoho then advises checking
By DOROTHEA M. BROOKS
Supreme Court meets at 10 traditional toast to the Chief
YORK (UP -The with the local Better Business
NEW
EEFF-- to hand down executive, President -17110n did
o
Chamber
or
adage "it's cheaper to improve ureau
opinions in some of the 46 not
the customary than to move" never was truer Commerce. "They may have no
make
Licensed to make rain
cases now under advisement.
response from his place at the
information on him,' he says,
The justices will then start head table. Instead, he walked than in today's high-priced LousCalif.
SACRAMENTO,
unof
lot
a
"but if he has had
hearing arguments, expected to In semi-darkness around the ing market and tight money
satisfied customers, chances are (UPI) - There are 14 licensed
situation.
last about a day and a half.
banquet room to center stage.
Often, if a family puts some some have lodged complaints rainmakers in California. They
pay $50 a year for „a permit to
What's more, be took Vice careful thought into it, they'll with one of these groups."
practice their profession.
President Spiro T. Agnew find that converting a garage,
Other cheeks
along.
Other sources where:you can
closing a porch, adding rooms
The lights came up again and in attic or basement space, upNixon was standing, beaming in dating kitchen or baths, re-siding heck are a contractor's suppliers
and perhaps have to pay for
the spotlights, offering to prove a shabby exterior will fill the and your banker, Yoko suggests. rubbish removal, possibly even
I
materhis
buys
that Agnew was, indeed, a man bill as well as A new house- "Learn where he
repairs.
of his own spirit and direction. possibly even better if it's in a ials and ask the supplier about I Lawn
First the President and neighborhood they like, eith thecontractor's -general reputaAgnew did *tat nightclub and friends and scheols they'd re- tion and credit standing. If a
supplier sells to him only on a
TV
would call
afficiooados
gret to leave.
cash basis-reliable contractors
a standup routine. The President
Kit when it comes to finding
propounded questions designed to someone to do the job, many usually have an open account—
show Agnew's utter freedom of families run into trouble. Other- this calls for caution on your
expression and action, and the wise cautious buyers - women part. Ask your banker what he
vice president answered with who will do comparison shoppiig knows about the firm.'''
If personal friends who have
itive expressions, the in local supermarkets and men
meek
cation -et a yes man. who roam the aisles of discount had work done by a contractor
pers
Curtains behind them parted centers seeking small savings- are the ones who recommended
him to you. fine. But be wary of
to disclose two ,upright pianos. may move
too quickly and
strangers
from
Nixon wanted to show that an rashly when signing up for ex- testimonials
whose names have been subadministration that plays pensive remodeling.
.
mitted to vou by the contractor
together stays together.
Home remodeling, a wise himself, 'oho warns. "Don't
as
vehemently,
denying
After
not
choice though it may be, is
Norman A.
TOP WARDEN
depend on three or four names
Gridiron skits had a project to
be undertaken
Carlson above, a career one of the
he may offer. Ask for a broad
adminishis
that
maintained,
lightly.
federal corrections * official.
list of customers with whom you
tration had a Southern strategy,
Knowing how to buy and
at only 35 is the new head of
Nixon then attempted a series what to look for in home im- can cheek and try to see some of
Federal Bureau of Prisons.
of piano duets with Agnew, provement-and how to select the work he has done."
Voho recommends getting
choosing a medley of tune; a contractor - can save both
written estimates front more
which had been presidential money and heartaches.
than one firm. And, he notes.
favorites over the years since
Dave Yoho of Scotch Plains, make certain that when they
the New Deal.
consumer submit bids, all are bidding on
Come
With each song, however, to N.1, a consultant on
large pro- the same work and .on the same
the President's feigned shock, marketing to several
Store
ducers of building materials and quality materials:. 11r wary of
Agnew
ended
LIP
Waling
home im- anyone who offers a ‘en low
large
a
of
president
"Dixie."
They finally reached a point provement and remodeling or- price when compared with those
Two bedroom house. pera guide.
of competitors.
of musical agreement and ganization, offers
manent siding. low down
His first rule is to deal with
Caution is advisable ,11.1 If A
played a thumping version of
payment. Easy monthly "God Bless America" which. a local, established firm. ':Make contractor offers to cut his pm
o real. roots in the drastically - in return for an .inJ
terms. Located *A miles
ought the staid audience to slue he
from New Concord on Its feet, singing loudly..The community, Yoh° says, "for mediate signature 'on a contra( t
Highway 444.
Nixon-Agnew team closed out unit:* the homeowner is able "There are tI11W, %/len ,mall
after the job concessions can Ire
offered
the evening with the Gridiron's to call him back
Fee Information
warranties some off-seas,1n Ci . nil ti
done,
guarantees.
is
"Old
song,
traditional goodnight
brats
worthless.
Call (collect)
are
promises
and
are offered by rehable firm Lang Syne."
place
established
an
for
Look
but s drastic ream ti, 11'. -44114
All of which was what the
an office, a show- are legitimate.- lie -as •
Johnny Jones
Democratic pros were talking of business
Ile
a
just
on
depend
don't
room,
Paducah, Kentucky
warns, rC141, -11411111't Is pr.,..aired."
about. How do you lick a piano
be
May
telephone listing for
442-3597
When you do agree on tr..
act playing "God Bless A merian answering olt and price, -1 4,114, ‘14/001.*,
no more than
Ca?"
j
certain erery thing on .111.Pt
you've agreed IF spelled out in
written
1 he
the
ontra. t
quality or brand nam.• 1 ittatr
ials to lw furrihshed should
part of the agreement. In rn,ot
and
room. addititm .ir
jobs, drawings submitted is Ow
contractor also 5h. .1.1 I... a 1,.,rt
of the agreement.
pend on Yerlral- arranger... his
The contractor •ho..I.1 I..•
at
fully covered
1...11. ork t
men's Com!tensa.tort
And 1.111.h.
liability insurance both i..rson..1
arid property . If be.- riot
says, .\,4.,11 fllaN lie /10141
in the everit of All .1. itlo II/
Proof of MI,
Will Be Open
.it. I .1 In-,1r„•
or a I
Glenn Card
.N1.11...1 V, I
Each Tuesday and Friday
contract.
A final suggestion It.
Until 9 p.m.
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1 ORDER of FRENCH FRIEL
2 HAMBURGERS
all for only
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It
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BEIGE Hy
White long
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size 10, $2
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TWO POL
six month
each. Pho
3:00 p. m.

In and See Why Everybody Shops at Uncle Jeff's
9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Hours: Monday-Saturday _ _
12:30 to 6:30
Sunday
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FANCY TRIM

SERV

CARPENT
kinds. Bu
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Get your I
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Free eats
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Glenn Card will be available in the SLOwrooin
to discuss any automotive needs.
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Home remodeling:
don't take it lightly
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AUTOS FOR SALE

Boxge/ITfraile
#i4i,Rellt

-wheel
ume BRONCO, 4

Blue and white, 8,000 miles.
Like now, $2295.00. Parker Ford
Inc., earner of 7th and Main.
A4-C
Phone 753-5273.

mom/THE

NOTICE

NOTICE

REAL ESTATE POE SALE

NOTICE

1909 FAIRLANE 500 V-8 engine
automatic tramenission new
tires, one owner, 11.000 miles,
new car trade it Red with matching intoner. $2295.00. Parker
Ford, Inc., comer at 7th and
Main. Phone 7E34E73. A-3-C

NOTICE

Snow join

Hard solution
(UPI)-The
SINGAPORE
opium problem in Singapore will
be reduced by nine-tenths in
about two decades, according
to a customs narcotics expert.
T.A. Mugan based his prediction on statistics showing that
about 87.2 per cent of the estimated 8,000 addicts in Singapore
are between 40 and 60 years
old and the fact that the average
life expectancy of a Singaporean
is 62.5 years.
* **

CHICAGO (UPI)-Chickens
are getting a real snow job these
days - but it's keeping then
dryer and cleaner.
In a new dry ice snow system
Chemetron
by
developed
Cardox division for packing
chickens at the poultry factory
for shipment to the packagerdistributor, the snow replaces
ordinary ice which often melts
during transit, creating messy
chicken. Dry ice doesn't melt,
so the fowl arrives in fairer
condition.

A 5-BEDROOM, I% story frame
in excellent condition. This is
•.•11eift Ld The Summer Heat Catch You Unprepared"
an older home with full base1967 MUSTANG hardtop, fl-cylYour air conditioner will perform better and
ment that could be utilized for
inder engine, automatic trainWe are Licensed and Bonded in Ky. and Tenn. and are
*5*
Central heat, 1% bath
rentals.
ready to BOOK YOUR AUCTION. If you are th`nleng
hien"' Texas prohibits writing on the
'red with red'
minket
rooms. Some furniture is hicar
low
miiesage
nice
Real
The
Boeing
Live747 needs about
Antique,
Dispersals,
Land
Sales,
Perm
Sallee,
about
even
in
'American
flag,
eluded in the sale.
__rt
Aising.
$1395.00. Parker Ford hoc., corn-.
5,600 feet of runway to take
stock, Equipment Sales, or what-have-you. Call us collect
advertising.
with
brick
2-STORY, 4-bedroom
or of 7th and Maim Phone 753-"
-well trade! Our years of experienze have proven that we
off.
2% baths, formal dining room,
last longer!
5273.
A4-C
can get more for your merchandise. We guarantee FAST,
double garage. On.
fireplace,
at
In
Go
or
Call
EFFICIENT. TOP-DOLLAR in all our sales.
1967 VOLKSWAGEN Squareof the finest houses in Murray.
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
back, new tires, white with black
Well located in the Robertson
AU U0200
XV2
Interior, one owner, with only
School District
5-Guido's high
ACROSS
ETANNPM
HuIle V. Hastings, Broker-Auctioneer
note
37,000 miles. This week for coA 4-BEDROOM brick with douOR MMPIISMO riu
Phone 753-2571
Northside Shopping Center
6-Clothing
I-Possesses
Phone 642-4543
Paris, Tenn.
ble garage located at Lynn
IY 11296.00. Parker Ford Inc.. 4-Paper
Ohl 1400M MAR
7-Engine
measure
lot.
7th
of
and
wooded
Main.
corner
acre
Phone 8.Weakens
AMMO NOM MM
Grove on a 2
8-lawmaker
-Mohammedan
9
0E00 OP
12-Mackw
OMOCJA
A-2-C
753-5273.
QUALITY construction 3-bedname
13-Singing race
RPM 00UP
room Colonial with fireplace
10 Metal
pen
14-Lamb's
OM 000g POMO
1985 BUICK Special convertible,
fastener
POE RENT
HELP WANTED
name
and double garage. TransferPOE RENT
FOR SALE
UNa 0001 WEIR
11 Sink in
Mr conditioned, V-11 engine, an- 15-Make lace
able 5 3/4% loan.
middle
plump
-Making
TWO-BEDROOM duplex WM LARGE TRAILER LOTS. All imistic transmission good 16
RODS, close out. Lit17 Latin
Choose
18
a
on
Hazel
in
HOME
94100M
conjunction
M-31-C
etons.
meets, central hest aid dr, coovenienees of the city with tires. Looks like new. Blue with 20-Greek letter
EIROMON 10000913
nice lot. Ideal for the large
19 Symbol for
black top. lard oar. 21195.00. 21-Babylonian
Assistant Managers family
OMMAM PM MP
IMM.
the
ceramic
built-in
range,
calcium
rural
deity
setting. 2% -miles mat of Parker Ford Inc., corner of
or an extra apartment.
LD TIME chuck organ. Very
31
7th
or
mistaken
Call
carpet
throughout
22-Be
out
22-Piece
for
Murray, Lakeway Mobile Home
Very reasonably priced.
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1969 HONDA 350 Scrambler, 400
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THINGS!
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garage,
new.
building with a
miles. Like
THAT 3A.^4E,q00 WENT AROUND
DJ YOU REMEA4KR
ly heated. Ideal for almost any
8459 between 9:00 a. m. and
THAT
y1ouTiNsJu5T WAIT NENT,11EAR'?
-MAT TEAM
A-8-C
kind of home workshop. Let us
2:00 p. m.
Southside Manor
BEAT us FoRTto,E.
make
and
place
this
you
show
Phone 7534702
1957 ALLIS-CHALMERS WD
TO Win-4lt-46
us an offer.
Murray. Kentucky tie
45. 314 plow, 1 ten ft wheel
3-BEDROOM stone house with
caw Phone eduiadea meter 4:31)
liasnetsiit. Beautiful 1 sere lot
A-2-P
p. es.
WANTED: man to help train Needs some repair but is priced
TV ANTENNA and rotor, oak bird dogs and run dogs in field accordingly. Located near WI,dresser, short wave receiver, trials. Phone 436-2408, Chrysler well.
small refrigerator, half-bed, ta- Bird Dog Kennels.
'ITC A 2-BEDROOM house and 1
acre on a blacktop road located
ble and four chairs. Phone 753;,
A4C WANTED: dependable lady to about 2 miles from Murray. Car4684. stay with 6 mid 7 year old girls, peted, air conditioned, and atBEIGE Hydraulic choir, $50.00. from 10 p. m. to 7 a. at while tached garage. Price has been
$5.00.
White long fee-mat, size 3,
mother works. Phone 75341580, reduced.
Yellow satin crepe long formal, /Ater 3 p. m.
A4-C 100 ACRE FARM located on
size 10, $20.00. Phone 753-2551.
Highway 641 about 2 miles norladies
for
WANTED:
full
or th of Murray, adjacent to inA-2-C
part tane employment. Apply dustrial property. Practically all
TWO POLAND CHINA boars, in person. No phone calls. See of the farm is tillable and in a
six months old. Price, $80.00 Mrs. Smith at Midtown& Mo- high state of productivity. 800'
each. Phone 753-8966 before tel, Thursday, April 2, from highway frontage. Financing
FOR NEW BuiLDING
A-2-C 10:00 a. m. till 2:00 p. m.
•
3:00 p. m.
available at 8% interest to
A-1-C qualified buyer.
WANTED: male help. Stella MOBILE HOME and cottage
NO RAISE
SERVICES OFFERED
Feed Mill, 753.1255.
A-2-C combination, located in the Jonarea
Kentucky
of
athan
Creek
NO DIG
CARPENTER WORK of all WANTED:
Experienced auto- Lake. Fully equipped with nice
kinds. Building houses, addi- mobile mechanic or man with
furnishings, double carport with
tions, remodeling, paneling. mechanical knowledge, capable a storage room. One acre woodGet your work done before the of learning Datsun automobiles. ed lot
o
spring rash. Call Mack, 753-33M. Good salary and other fringe 1 2/3 ACRE LOT with 14' x
April-17-C benefits. Apply at Lassiter & building and mobile home space.
Free estimates.
2.....
.
!NMI 4.(.401
,
in
,•••••••111
•1?
r.,
Sr .414••••.
BACICHOE WORK, septic tank McKinney Datsun, 810 Syca- Close to Jonathan Creek on a
AAR•-31
A44 paved road.
installation and cleaning, all more St.
208 ACRE farm located on the
types of digging. Call Gene
blacktop at Coldwater. 35 acre
Steely, South Side Shopping
watershed lake. This is a real
Center, phone 753-7800. TFC
good farm mid is priced right.
WE HAVE a wide selection of
KELLY'S PEST CONTROL TerStandi building lots inside the city
mites-eat your home. Roaches 1970 CALENDAR Desk
at
WHEN WILL I GET
school district and outside the
OFCOURSE IT'LL MAKE A
-carry germa. Spiders--are and refills are now available
AND THE FACT THAT HE
MY MEMORY BACK--?
1 IT'LL RACK UP
!
DIFFERENCE .
poison. For free inspection call the Ledger & Times Office Sup- city. Financing available for
WAS DROWNED AT SEA
TFIC qualified buyers. Come by our
WDER--?
EVER-- I
// SCRAP THE
FABL/LOL/5..
WON'T MAKE ANY DIFFERENCE, THE CUSTOMERS THEY'LL
Kelly's Pest Control 753-3914, ply Acre.
HUTZPAH FOOTAGE AND
WEEP OVER HIS TRANC
24 hours a day.
EDNA KNIGHT is no longer office at 502 Maple Street or WE'LL GO WITH THE
END WHILE FORKING associated with Wayne Wilson call us at any time to discus! CHARLIE 008E15
OVER TWO-FIFTY
is
ti
details.
good
This
a
time
Estate
Reed
angel
For
Real Estate.
NEW DOG TRAINING
FOR THE PRIVILEGE
VERSION
buy. We appreciate your busi
are beginning in Paris on April transactions contact her at 753- ness.
OF SEEING HiM
11-31-P
7. Cost $10 for 10 weeks. For 4910.
TUCKER
REALTY
Company.
information call Noreen Sim502 Maple Street, Murray, Ken
A-7-C
onsen, 642-5073.
ASSUME PAYMENTS of $10.65 tucky 7534342. Home phones'
WILL KEEP children in my on co/or TV at Leach's Musir Donald R. Tucker, 753-5020;
home. Prefer infant or three to Center. Phone 753-7375. A-1-C Bobby Grogan, 753-4978.
M414
five year old. Phone 7534034. PRIVATE employment franM-31-P
chise or partnership offices,
FARM: 92 acres,
MONOGRAMMING. Phone Jane completely furnished opening ALBRITTEN
with electricity,
barn
stock
good
investSmall
your
in
city.
soon
KeeneStokes at 7534357, 1612
A-11-C ment; as little as $1,000.00, one old tobacco barn, ten acres
land Drive.
earnings 115,000-$30,000 the first bottom land, 45 acres cleared.
EXPERIENCED landscaper. Will year. No age limit. Staff Con- This farm is priced to sell. Lomow and clean lawns, also trim- sultants, Inc., 16% S. E. Second cated liV/Y 14, turn right just
ming and planting. Phone 753- Street, Evansville, Indiana 47708, east of Elm Grove Baptist ChurA-2-C Phone 425-3185 or 425-3188, Don ch on old Newburg Road, 1%
6051.
D. Varner, Executive Vice Pres- miles on the right. Contact
Complete Smell Engine Repair ident.
AH Is LOYA L TO
-AN'COMPLAIN
GOVAM1 NT
A-2-C Peel & Holland Real Estate,
GARDEN TELLERS, lawn mow1170 Main Street, Benton, Ky.
JrD
TH1 GOVAM
GIVE US DOLL
1000R
ers, chain saws. Authorized I WILL NOT be responsible for 42025, phone 527-8821.
PRESENT
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AN'
-TOR!!
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5ENN`i
HOUSES
Dealers
Stratton
and
Briggs
any debts other than my own
April4C
TO MY I-It LAMB-CHOPGOOD OLE
DOLL
Authorized Lawson Power Pro after this date. Buddy Mack
I MEAN MY LI'L LAME,
'JACK S." r.'
CLOTHES!!
ducts Dealer. Murray Supply Boyd.
H-ITP FOUR-BEROOM, two baths,
DOLL.
Co., 208 East Main, phone 753formal livingroom and dining,
IS CUTE ENOUGH TO
AS
insulation
F7BERGI
FOR
H-1TC
3361.
fireplace in family room, NU
GIVE TO H E
work call 436-5402, Bill Kohut'. basement, double garage, recrearepair,
home
TYPE
ANY
FOR
AS-P tion room in basement, $30,dro, free estimates.
painting, paneling or carpenter
000.00. Phone 753-8073.
work. Free estimates. Phone ELECTROLUX SALES & SerA-2-C
C
Murray,
Ky.,
Box
313,
vice,
A4C
753-4684.
M. Sanders. Phone
Lynnville, Kentucky.
April-71-N
WANTED TO RENT
WANTED TO MN
small
with
Someone
WANTED:
-RENT two-bedroom
WANTED TO Buy used. boat equipment to roto-till or plow WANT TO
Phone 735
apartment.
furnished
Phone
boat.
trailer for 18 foot
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EEN & HEARD ... Funeral Incomplete
(Continued From Page 1)

For Roy Edmonds

thee. Passing the campus at
The funeral for Roy (Pats)
MSU and the Squirrels were Edmonds of Murray Route Foul
out en mum
will be held at the chapel ol
the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Good luck and best wishes to Home with the date and that
Dewey Ragsdale who suffered to be announced later. Dr. 11
a heart attack Sunda.
C. Chiles will officiate at the
services.
Ten years ago the most admirServing as honorary pallbeared men were Dwight Eisenhow- ers will be the Adult Sunday
er, Sir Winston Churchill, and School Class members and the
Dr. Albert Schweitzer, the wo- deacons of the Locust Grove
men were Eleanor Roosevelt, Baptist Church. Burial will be
Mamie Eisenhower, and Queen In the Murray Cemetery with
Elizabeth.
the arrangements by the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home where
Tedsy they me President Nix- friends may call.
• Billy Grabens and Vice
Edmonds, age 68, died Monpresident Agnew; the women. day at the Murray-Calloway
Mamie Eisenhower, Indira Quig. Comity Hospital. He was a
is and Mrs. Richard Nixon.
member of the Locust Grove
Baptist Church and of the Hazel
WOW Camp.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Dora Edmonds; daughter, Mrs.
Rodney Vickers; three sisters,
Mesdames Walter Grisham, Ollie Mallory, and Jerry Niles;
two brothers, Buell and Guy
Edmonds; three grandchildren;
three greet grandchildren.
By Jim Warren

ItrA KENTUCKY RECORDS

SHE HAD A HEAVY WAIT—Mrs. William Gribble of McLean, Vu , admire her sun, William
Charles Gribble IV, who weighed in at 13 pounds, 5 ounces when he was born at Columbia
Hospital for Women in Washington. He is the heaviest baby ever born at the 104-year-old
hospital and weighed more than the total weight of a set of triplets born 10 days earlier.

General---(Continued From Paste 1)
nels — perhaps on a budget.
sharing basis — because of a
question of allocating public
funds of the university to a
private organization.
Dr. Sparks said the student
government is the only official
student organization on the
campus. He said the university
would work with STEAM to
help print some material for a
Black _speakers' week on the
campus April 20-26 and to bring
Black literary material into the
university library.
In other action, the board:
—Reversed an earlier decision not to require freshman
men in the ROTC program to
meet physical education requirements. The board had
waived the requirements in December when it voted to redu:e
the compuLsory ROTC program

from two years to one year.
NOW YOU KNOW
--.Au1horized establishment of
a department of sociology and by United Press Internetlemil
anthropology upon the recom- Plans cannot grow much bemendation of Dr. William G. low 460 feet in the ocean beNash, vice-president for aca- cause that is the approximate
demic affairs and dean of the maximum penetration of ocean
faculties.
watef by sunlight
—Voted to name the 396-resident women's dormitory under
construction cn the campus Re- Nivea signs
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)—David
gents Hall and to display an
engraved list of names of past Nivea signed 46 star kr producer
and present members of the Josef Shaftzl in "The Statue."
•
board ef regents ie. the lobby of
the building.
—Heard an attendance report Guest star
for the spring semester from--- HOLLYWOOD (-1411)—Barry
Wilson Gantt, dean of admiss- Sullivan will play a guest star
ions and registrar. Gantt said role in an episode of 200 Cenhe is "guardedly optimistic" a- tury-Fox's 'Bracken's World."
bout the chances for a two to
*
three per cent enrollment increase nazt fall.
Roller derby film
The board meeting was the
LLYWOOD (UPI)—Unifinal meeting of the four-year
term of Bill Powell of Paducah. versal Studios is putting together
A successor to Powell is expect- a movie based on the Roller
ed to be natnc:. soon by Gov. Derby with Albert S. Ruddy
,
producing.
Louie B. Nunn.

no

NNOW.. in Our

FEWER BIRTHS

FRANKFORT, Ky. — There
are fewer.childbirths in Kentucky
according in figures of the Kentucky Office of Vital Statistics.
Over 72,000 tdrths were recorded in 1969 hut the number
dropped to 56,435 in 1968.
After a slight increase from
1960 to 1961, the number has
decreased steadily at about 1946
births per year.
Most Kentucky counties showBy Diaime Schorr
ed a corresponding drop—Andeeson County went from 160 tdrths FRANKFORT, Ky, The Comk 1960 to 146 in 1968. Bourbon rehensive Health Planning_Coum
County went from 395 to 291,and il of the Purchase Area DeveWoodford County from 311 to 263. opment District has recommem
An increase in the number of
that Tuberculosis funds for
deaths was recorded in the eightarea be cmicentrated on buildyear period. There were 29,909
up the public health staff.
deaths in 1960, compared to OM They feel a strong public health
32,900 recorded in 1968.
would make it more feasible
Improvements in medicine re- ventually to phase out the Madiduced inlant mortality from 1083 nville Sanatorium.
stillbirths in 1960 to 828 in The Tuberculosis Control
1968, the office of Vital Stade- Task Force of the Purchase
tics reported.
rea 's Comprehensive Health

Purchase Area‘
TB Funds To
Be Shifted

-West& Lodge Alleslerst The Masters of the Mao& Loden In Wilde Voir. Omni
LAP Of Kentucky, Pree and Accepted' Masons, present fer the District Peer simgel meg&
hag meal* at Callewey County IfIgh School are shown above. From loft to right they saili
William W. Moffett, Master Nemi Lodge No. S111; Dee Lamb, Master Murray Lodge 1051
Robert L Fuqua, Master Callow, City Lodge No. 543; Marvin Ramage, Mastor Doric Lodge
No. 737; Joe G. Rktsardson, Master T. L Jefferson-Benton Lodge No. 622; David Ballantiew
Master Hardin-Berkley Lodge No. 567; Charlie Lassiter, Master Temple Hill Lodge No. 376.
Master of driensburg Lodge No. 401 was absent and Alford Lodge No. 125 was not represented. The ledges are hi Calloway and Marshall counties and composed District pour.
(Staff Photo)

The 1970 Gremlin

prehensive Health Planning Council, says a stronger public health
staff is imperative before the
TB hospital at Madisonville can
be phrased out.
The question of money and
efficiency is caring for TB patiente is one of his top concerns
he says. He said "Building up
the staff will not result in the
need for more TB funds in the
area. In point of fact," he says,
"preliminary studies shows that
with a stronger staff and no TB
hospital, the area TB program
could function more efficiently
on one-hdli to two-thirds of present TB funds even after the
addition of new staff."
* * *
The first motion picture
studio was established in Hollywood in 1911.

THE NEW
1970 2-

from

American
Motors

to other various duties.
Miss Ruth Cole, a member
f TB Control Task Force sureyed the hospitals in the regn concerning their attitude
ward accepting TB patients,
e says "pp the basis of the
dings of fre task force I beeve that if nececsary funds were
vailable for clinics, for case
,for follow up on suspect
and for the hospitalization
f active cases the Purchase
rea Development District could
equately care for all the TB
es within the region and within
e home community."
Her survey shows three hositals take TB patients now
d three others would if funds
ere available,
Dr. Clem Burnett, a specialist
Internal medicine and a memer of the Purchase Area Com-

Planning Council reviewed tuberculosis control within their
reglop and published a report.
The investigation disclosed
that, at the time, of 887 registered cases in the region only 125
are active. Only 12 of the active
cases are in the Madisonville
Sanatorium.
The task force report alto
shows that the major part of
the TB control and follow-up
programs in,the region are operated by under-staffed county
health departments.
The Purchase Area Development District includes Ballard,
Carlisle, Hickman, Fulton, MoCracken, Graves, 'Marshall, and
Calloway Counties.
Four of these counties have
only one nurse and one clerk to
supervise the TB pp:rerun. The
nurses must fit the program

GREMLIN

from American Motors is
the car this country has
needed for 18 years. It's
a car that's fun to drive
and ride in and easy to
look at Its only 2 1/2
inches longer than the
bug But its almost 10
inches wider and 800
pounds heavier There's
a 128 hp proved engine
(compared with VW's 57
hp) that commands 23
miles from a gallon of
regular gas Start your
economy drive Amer.'.
can-style with a Gremlin
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